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Abstract:
In this review, we report recent progress in the field of supercooled water. Due to its uniqueness, water
presents numerous anomalies with respect to most simple liquids, showing polyamorphism both in the
liquid and in the glassy state. We first describe the thermodynamic scenarios hypothesized for the
supercooled region and in particular among them the liquid–liquid critical point scenario that has so far
received more experimental evidence. We then review the most recent structural indicators, the two-state
model picture of water, and the importance of cooperative effects related to the fact that water is a
hydrogen-bonded network liquid. We show throughout the review that water’s peculiar properties come
into play also when water is in solution, confined, and close to biological molecules. Concerning dynamics,
upon mild supercooling water behaves as a fragile glass former following the mode coupling theory, and it
turns into a strong glass former upon further cooling. Connections between the slow dynamics and the
thermodynamics are discussed. The translational relaxation times of density fluctuations show in fact the
fragile-to-strong crossover connected to the thermodynamics arising from the existence of two liquids.
When considering also rotations, additional crossovers come to play. Mobility–viscosity decoupling is also
discussed in supercooled water and aqueous solutions. Finally, the polyamorphism of glassy water is
considered through experimental and simulation results both in bulk and in salty aqueous solutions. Grains
and grain boundaries are also discussed.

Footnote Information We wish to dedicate this paper to the memory of two great scientists of this field that we sadly lost this
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Institute of Technology).
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1 Introduction1

It is well known that water plays a fundamental role2

in a huge number of phenomena related to our life.3

For this reason, the properties of water are extensively4

studied in many fields of research such as physics, biol-5

ogy, and chemistry. Fundamental studies in statistical6

mechanics focus on the anomalous behavior of water7

that falls in a large part of its phase diagram. Many8

studies were addressed to the range of pressures and9

temperatures where liquid water can exist in a super-10

cooled state below melting [1–5].11

In fact, water presents a large number of structural,12

dynamic, and thermodynamic anomalies [6], includ-13

a e-mail: paola.gallo@uniroma3.it (corresponding author)
b e-mail: iribeiro@ifi.unicamp.br
c e-mail: dekoning@ifi.unicamp.br
d e-mail: thomas.loerting@uibk.ac.at
e e-mail: ppoole@stfx.ca

We wish to dedicate this paper to the memory of two great
scientists of this field that we sadly lost this year: Prof.
Charles Austen Angell (Arizona State University) and Prof.
Sow-Hsin Chen (Massachusetts Institute of Technology).

ing polyamorphism phenomena [7–10] and crystal poly- 14

morphs [11], the origin of which is still debated [1,12, 15

13]. Many of these anomalies are more evident in the 16

supercooled region, where the fluctuations of volume 17

and enthalpy increase, rather than decrease as in nor- 18

mal, i.e., argon-like liquids [1,14]. 19

To explain the origin of these anomalies, four main 20

thermodynamic scenarios have been proposed: (i) the 21

stability-limit conjecture (SLC) [15]; (ii) the liquid– 22

liquid critical point (LLCP) [16] hypothesis; (iii) the 23

critical-point-free scenario (CPF) [17,18]; and (iv) the 24

singularity-free scenario (SF) [19,20]. These conjectures 25

are reviewed in ref. [1]. In Sect. 2 of this review, we 26

discuss these scenarios in more in detail, and we show 27

how a two-state model can describe, upon proper tun- 28

ing of parameters, results that turn from the CPF sce- 29

nario with a re-entrant spinodal as predicted by the 30

SLC to a LLCP scenario. We also discuss the Widom 31

line which is an important thermodynamic line point- 32

ing to a second-order critical point [21]. We reconsider 33

this discussion also in Sect. 4, within the context of a 34

cooperative model [22] reproducing all the four scenar- 35

ios by tuning the HB cooperativity from zero (SF), to 36

moderate (LLCP), to large (CPF and SLC) [23]. 37
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An ample and solid corpus of experimental and com-38

putational evidence that favors the water two-liquid39

scenario [16] has accumulated since its proposition; see40

for recent examples [24–26]. The unambiguous detec-41

tion of the two intervening states is nonetheless a rather42

difficult task. For this reason, simulation studies are43

crucial in this field.44

From the computational point of view, the identifi-45

cation of an order parameter capable of yielding clear46

bimodal distributions becomes crucial to firmly estab-47

lish the existence of two well-defined different local envi-48

ronments in water, even far from the liquid–liquid crit-49

ical point, and to determine their precise nature and50

relative abundance. Indeed, several structural indica-51

tors to quantify such molecular classes and, if possible,52

to classify water molecules in molecular dynamics simu-53

lations have been proposed over time [27–38]. In Sect. 354

of this review, we discuss recent developments on cer-55

tain popular structural parameters as well as a brand56

new energy-based proposal.57

In the context of the supercooled phase diagram of58

water, Sect. 4 is devoted to nanodroplets that can be59

used to bypass crystallization and Sect. 5 to cooperativ-60

ity effects and their importance for the phase diagram61

of supercooled water and its possible scenarios.62

Supercooled water is indeed very peculiar also from63

the point of view of its dynamical properties that64

were studied with both simulations and experiments.65

In 1996, it was shown with computer simulations that66

supercooled water behaves like a glass former that fol-67

lows the mode coupling theory (MCT) in the region of68

mild supercooling [39,40]. This behavior was confirmed69

by experiments with time-resolved spectroscopy [41].70

An important link between the MCT crossover tem-71

perature and the thermodynamic singular temperature72

of water Ts [6] was found in those papers, underlying a73

clear connection between dynamical and thermodynam-74

ical quantities [39,40]. The dynamics of supercooled75

water upon further supercooling crosses from that of76

structural relaxation to a hopping dominated dynamics77

and corresponding the structural relaxation time shows78

a crossover from a fragile to a strong behavior [42–51].79

It was later found that the dynamics of supercooled80

water when the LLCP is present is strictly related to81

the presence of the Widom line, and in fact, the fragile-82

to-strong crossover appears on crossing the Widom line83

[49–53]. For a model that shows a SF scenario, it has84

been shown that this crossover coincides with the line85

of specific-heat maxima [54], see discussion in Sect. 8.86

Studies on the dynamics have been performed also on87

water confined in silica pores [46,47,55–57], in contact88

with different environments, and in solution, where sig-89

natures of a liquid–liquid transition have been found90

[52,58,59]. These studies show that also for such types91

of systems dynamical anomalies are closely related to92

peculiar thermodynamic behavior. In Sect. 6, we review93

the main results on the slow translational dynamics of94

water in the supercooled regime. In Sect. 7, we review95

the results on the connections between dynamics and96

thermodynamics.1 97

Experiments on water confined in silica pores [46, 98

47,60–62], water hydrating lysozyme proteins [63,64], 99

and DNA [65] show dynamic crossovers. Although the 100

interpretation of these results is debated [66,67], they 101

are confirmed by simulations of water hydrating pores 102

[57], trehalose [68,69] lysozyme [70–72], and DNA [73]. 103

In particular, molecular dynamics simulations show two 104

distinct translational slow relaxations for density fluc- 105

tuations of lysozyme hydration water [70–72] and tre- 106

halose hydration water [68,69]. Further experiments for 107

lysozyme at low hydration reveal the occurrence of two 108

distinct dynamic crossovers for the proton relaxation 109

time in the supercooled regime [74]. In Sects. 7 and 110

8, we review results on both the translational and the 111

rotational dynamics of water hydrating biomolecules. 112

In Sects. 9 and 10, we review the diffusion anomaly 113

and the decoupling of translation and rotation both in 114

water and in aqueous solutions. 2115

Research on amorphous ices is often carried out 116

with the goal to understand water’s liquid state. 117

This approach assumes a thermodynamic connection 118

between amorphous water and the supercooled liquid 119

[3]. In this view, amorphous ices represent immobilized, 120

low-temperature proxies of liquid H2O. In Sect. 11 and 121

in Sect. 12, we describe recent experimental and simu- 122

lations results on this topic. 3123

Water in nature always contains dissolved ionic 124

species which play a crucial role in various chemical 125

and biological phenomena occurring in aqueous envi- 126

ronments. For this reason, the study of aqueous ionic 127

solutions has attracted over the years disparate commu- 128

nities with complementary interests and approaches. Ice 129

nucleation is strongly affected by the presence of ionic 130

species as the electric field generated by the ions pre- 131

vents the water dipole from locally arranging in stable 132

ordered structures. Solvation of salts in water depresses 133

indeed the freezing point temperature and favors dis- 134

ordered phases and vitrification. For this reason, salt 135

solutions have been largely investigated since the pio- 136

neering studies of Angell and Kanno [75–82] to cir- 137

cumvent the no-man’s land impenetrability and address 138

the thermodynamic and structural properties of deeply 139

supercooled water [1], in regions not otherwise accessi- 140

ble because of ice nucleation. In Sect. 13, we describe 141

the structural transformations of LiCl aqueous solu- 142

tions upon cooling. 4143

Due to the relevance of glaciers and ice sheets to the 144

Earth climate, it is fundamental to model and under- 145

stand how these large ice masses behave. In this con- 146

text, the study of mechanical deformation processes is 147

an important step. For instance, grain-boundary (GB) 148

sliding during polycrystalline ice flow is one of the 149

mechanisms of creep [83]. From the microscopic point 150

of view, GB melting or interfacial melting [84–87] is 151

one of the most important and least studied subjects of 152

pre-melted ice [84,88,89]. The challenge lies in directly 153

observing the networks composed by the GBs in ice at 154

the molecular level. On the other hand, computer sim- 155

ulations can provide unique views of structural changes 156

that occur during pre-melting. We describe the results 157

of a simulation in Sect. 14. 158
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We close this review with the last section Conclusions159

and Perspectives (Sect. 15).160

2 Two-state models and water161

thermodynamic scenarios162

Ongoing research continues to clarify the range of per-163

missible thermodynamic scenarios that might corre-164

spond to the behavior of supercooled water and water-165

like liquids.166

In the liquid–liquid critical point (LLCP) scenario167

[16], there is a liquid–liquid first-order phase transition168

ending in a critical point occurring deep into the super-169

cooled liquid region of the water phase diagram. The170

LLCP would generate critical thermodynamic fluctu-171

ations in a region that could be explored in experi-172

ments. The scenario occurs in ST2-water [16,90–94],173

in TIP4P/2005 and TIP4P/Ice [95], and it is con-174

sistent with other water models and experiments [1].175

The low-density state is characterized by a short-range176

tetrahedral order, while in the high-density state, the177

molecules are arranged in a more disordered local struc-178

ture. Starting from the LLCP, maxima of the correla-179

tion length exist in the one phase region defining the180

so-called Widom line. In proximity of the Widom line,181

maxima of the thermodynamic response functions, like182

specific heat and isothermal compressibility, are also183

present and converge to the Widom line close to the184

critical point [21,52]. Since this phenomenology is typi-185

cal of a critical point, a Widom line has been found also186

in the supercritical region above the liquid–gas crit-187

ical point of water [96,97]. The experimental studies188

of water inside the deep supercooled region have long189

been hampered by the high crystallization rate of water,190

and only recently, the Widom line has been detected at191

p = 1 bar [25]. For this reason, the computer simulation192

studies have been very useful to identify this important193

line in the research on this topic [1].194

In the critical-point-free (CPF) scenario [17,18], the195

liquid–liquid phase transition extends to negative pres-196

sure until it crosses the superheated liquid–gas spin-197

odal [18]. This scenario has been related to the dynamic198

transition discussed for supercooled water.199

In the stability-limit conjecture (SLC) [15], the200

liquid–gas spinodal extends to negative pressures and201

reenters from negative to positive pressure as the limit202

of stability of the liquid with respect to another liquid203

phase. This spinodal at positive P would be responsible204

for the anomalous increase of thermodynamic fluctua-205

tions [98]. Such a scenario has been realized in a patchy206

particles [99], but not for water models.207

The singularity-free (SF) scenario [19,20] is the only208

one without singular behavior, and the hydrogen bonds209

(HB) are solely responsible for the volume–entropy210

anticorrelation. This would be the origin of the large211

low-T thermodynamic fluctuations. In the other three212

scenarios, the anomalous fluctuations in the super-213

cooled region of the phase diagram are hypothesized to 214

be associated with the coexistence of two liquid phases. 215

A valuable approach for developing and understand- 216

ing the four scenarios has been the study of ana- 217

lytic thermodynamic models for water-like systems. An 218

important class of such models are so-called two-state 219

models which hypothesize an equilibrium between LDL- 220

like and HDL-like local environments at the molecular 221

scale; see Refs. [37,100–104] for recent examples. As 222

the LDL-like and HDL-like fractions vary with temper- 223

ature T and pressure P , the thermodynamic anomalies 224

of water, such as the density maximum, can be repro- 225

duced, at least qualitatively. For example, recent work 226

by Anisimov, Caupin, and colleagues has been devoted 227

to the thermodynamic implications of two-state mod- 228

els so as to reveal underlying patterns of behavior that 229

unify the various expressions of fluid polyamorphism 230

not only in water, but also in such systems as liq- 231

uid helium and sulfur [105]. The two-liquid picture 232

also emerges from experiments, see, for example, Refs. 233

[106,107]. 234

Of the four scenarios for supercooled water listed 235

above, the SLC was developed first [6,15], but was sub- 236

sequently ruled out as a viable option because it pre- 237

dicts the intersection of the metastable extension of the 238

liquid–gas binodal with the re-entrant liquid spinodal in 239

the supercooled region [3]. Such an intersection would 240

normally be a liquid–gas critical point, and so, the SLC 241

was disregarded because it is difficult to imagine the 242

physical reasons for the occurrence of such a critical 243

point in the supercooled regime of water. However, as a 244

counter-argument, Speedy reasoned in 2004 that a re- 245

entrant spinodal and binodal could intersect without 246

creating a critical point [108]. 247

There is now renewed interest in re-entrant spin- 248

odals, stimulated by observations of these phenomena 249

in simulations of patchy colloid systems [99] and mod- 250

els of silicon-like liquids at negative pressure [109,110], 251

and by steady progress by experiments in measur- 252

ing the properties of water at negative pressure [111– 253

113]. So motivated, Chitnelawong et al. recently re- 254

examined the thermodynamic implications of an inter- 255

section between a re-entrant liquid spinodal and the 256

liquid–gas binodal in the supercooled region [98]. This 257

study used a two-state model developed in 1994 [17], 258

which reproduces the predictions of either the liquid– 259

liquid phase transition (LLPT) hypothesis or the SLC, 260

depending on the choice of the model parameters. Ref- 261

erence [98] examines in detail the evolution of the phase 262

boundaries and spinodals present in this model when 263

the critical point of the LLPT merges with the binodal 264

and spinodals associated with the liquid–gas transition. 265

The results provide a clear example of a binodal that 266

terminates on a re-entrant spinodal at a point that is 267

not a conventional critical point, confirming Speedy’s 268

reasoning in 2004 [108]. 269

The main results of Ref. [98] are summarized schemat- 270

ically in Fig. 1. In Fig. 1a is shown the T–P phase dia- 271

gram for the LLPT hypothesis, where the binodal of the 272

LLPT and its accompanying spinodals remain distinct 273

from and do not intersect the binodal or spinodals of 274
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the gas–liquid phase transition. Figure 1b shows the275

case where the binodals of the LLPT and the gas–276

liquid phase transition cross. This crossing actually cor-277

responds to a triple point. That is, under these condi-278

tions, the gas–liquid binodal divides into two distinct279

binodals, one corresponding to coexistence of gas and280

LDL, and the other corresponding to coexistence of gas281

and HDL. These two binodals form a triple point with282

the LDL–HDL binodal. The metastable extension of283

each binodal beyond the triple point terminates on a284

spinodal, but none of these terminal points (termed285

“Speedy points” in Ref. [98]) are conventional critical286

points. The reason is that only one of the two phases287

involved in the coexistence becomes unstable at the288

spinodal; the other phase remains a distinct and observ-289

able metastable phase. For example, at the red open cir-290

cle in Fig. 1, the HDL phase becomes unstable, while291

the gas phase remains a well-defined metastable phase.292

This Speedy point occurs within the stability field of293

LDL, and so, while there is still a well-defined super-294

cooled liquid under these conditions, it is a distinct liq-295

uid from the HDL observed at higher T .296

Reference [98] thus demonstrates how the predictions297

of the SLC can be realized in a thermodynamically self-298

consistent way when both a liquid–liquid phase tran-299

sition and a liquid–gas phase transition occur in the300

same system. The phase behavior illustrated in Fig. 1b301

also clarifies the details of how to realize an exam-302

ple of the CPF scenario, since no conventional critical303

points occur in this phase diagram other than the gas–304

liquid critical point. Most estimates for the location of305

a liquid–liquid critical point in supercooled water sug-306

gest that the phase diagram in Fig. 1a is more likely307

to be relevant for the case of real water. This is also308

discussed in ref. [22] where the different scenarios are309

reproduced by tuning a single parameter in a coop-310

erative model. Nonetheless, Ref. [98] has clarified the311

nature of Speedy points, which should be a relevant312

limiting behavior for the metastable extension of a bin-313

odal beyond a triple point in a wide range of systems,314

including those without water-like anomalies. In addi-315

tion, the thermodynamic relationships in Fig. 1b may316

prove useful as more systems with re-entrant spinodals317

are discovered.318

3 Detecting the local molecular319

arrangements underlying water’s320

anomalous behavior with molecular321

dynamics simulations322

In order to quantify the weight of the two liquids323

of water upon moving in the supercooled region,324

order parameters are extremely useful. Among all325

the order parameters capable of characterizing water’s326

local molecular arrangements, the local structure index327

(LSI), when combined with potential energy minimiza-328

tion [33,34], remained for a long time as the only one329

able to produce clear bimodal distributions with two330

(a)

(b)

Fig. 1 Schematic T–P phase diagrams for a the LLPT sce-
nario and b the CPF scenario with a re-entrant spinodal
as predicted by the SLC. Stability regions of each phase
are labeled with blue text. Filled circles are critical points,
and open circles are Speedy points. Spinodals are shown
as dashed lines, and binodals are shown as solid lines. The
blue solid line is the HDL–LDL binodal; the red solid line is
the gas–liquid/HDL binodal; and the green solid line is the
gas–LDL binodal

maxima separated by a well-defined minimum for all 331

the different water models where it had been applied 332

so far [33,34,114–123]. We note that, while the exis- 333

tence of two competing thermodynamically distinct 334

liquid states would produce bimodal distributions of 335

the order parameter, bimodality could also arise in 336

other situations. The minimization procedure consists 337

in considering not the instantaneous configurations or 338

real dynamics but their inherent structures, IS, rep- 339

resenting the corresponding local basins of attraction 340

in the potential energy surface [124,125]. If instead, 341

the LSI is calculated at the instantaneous configura- 342

tions or real dynamics, the resulting distributions are 343

not bimodal [31,32]. In practical terms, the LSI for a 344

central molecule i at time t, I(i, t), is calculated by 345

ordering the rest of the molecules by the radial dis- 346

tance rj between the oxygen of the molecule i and 347

j : r1 < r2 < rj < rj+1 < · · · < rn(i,t) < rn(i,t)+1, 348

where n(i, t) is chosen so that rn(i,t) < 3.7 Å < rn(i,t)+1. 349
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Fig. 2 LSI (at the inherent structure scheme) for SPC/E
and TIP4P/2005 for a series of temperatures from below to
above the corresponding melting points. The arrows depict
the direction of increasing temperature. The LSI is given in
units of Å2

Then, I(i, t) is given by:350

LSI(i, t) = I(i, t) =
1

n(i, t)

n(i,t)
∑

j=1

[∆(j; i, t) − ∆(i, t)]2351

(1)352

where ∆(j; i, t) = rj+1 − rj and ∆(i, t) is the aver-353

age over all molecules of ∆(j; i, t). Thus, I(i, t) senses354

the inhomogeneity in the radial distribution within the355

sphere of radius around 3.7 Å. A molecule i at time t356

with well tetrahedral local order and a low local den-357

sity gives a high value of I(i, t), while a molecule with358

defective tetrahedral order and high local density yields359

values of I(i, t) ∼ 0.360

Figure 2 displays the LSI distributions for two water361

models: SPC/E [126] and TIP4P/2005 [127]. The evi-362

dent neat separation between the two peaks of the363

distribution not only enables an easy quantification364

of the two competing states (an accomplishment that365

can be also reached by other structural indicators pro-366

vided proper deconvolution techniques are applied) but367

stated the LSI as the only existing structural index368

that provided a means to safely classify water molecules369

between the two states. However, a recent study has 370

raised certain concerns on its ability to properly detect 371

local structural ordering and to fit certain predictions of 372

the two-state model, mainly at high temperature where 373

thermal distortions are more important [37]. A similar 374

critique [37] was made to the d5 indicator (calculated 375

simply as the distance to the fifth neighbor when the 376

molecules are ranked in order by considering their dis- 377

tances to the central one), an indicator that has pro- 378

vided relevant information on the second critical point 379

of water in a recent work [35]. It is also worth not- 380

ing that the LSI is not a parameter-free indicator, but 381

it depends on the threshold rn(i,t). Changes in this 382

value do not modify the nice bimodality of the result- 383

ing distribution, but they do alter the positions and, 384

more importantly, the relative populations of the two 385

peaks [34]. Additionally, as already indicated, the LSI 386

is sensitive to the translational order up to the second 387

coordination shell of the central molecule. Namely, the 388

LSI has been devised in a way to distinguish between 389

low local density molecules, where there is a clear gap 390

between the first and second coordination shell (as typ- 391

ical for well tetrahedrally coordinated molecules), and 392

distorted high local density ones, in which one or more 393

neighbors from the second shell have collapsed toward 394

the first one (interstitial molecules). However, it is not 395

the degree of order/disorder of the second shell what 396

should necessarily matter, but its impact on the first 397

shell, particularly its effect on the hydrogen bond coor- 398

dination of the central molecule, which might either 399

energetically stabilize it in a locally favored structure or 400

promote the rearrangement of its hydrogen bond net- 401

work. 402

A recent advance in this field has been the intro- 403

duction of the ζ index [36,37]. Similar to the LSI, this 404

indicator also senses the translational order up to the 405

second shell, but it additionally incorporates explicitly 406

the role of hydrogen bonding. Specifically, the ζ index 407

[36,37] measures the difference between the distance 408

dj′i of the closest neighbor molecule j′ not hydrogen 409

bonded to the central molecule i, and the distance dj′′i 410

of the farthest neighbor molecule j′′ that forms a hydro- 411

gen bond (HB) with molecule i: ζ(i) = dj′i − dj′′i, con- 412

sidering that two water molecules are hydrogen bonded 413

when the O–O distance is lower than 3.5 Å, and the O– 414

H...O angle is greater than 140◦. While still being struc- 415

turally based by definition, this index represents a con- 416

ceptual advance over previous ones since it introduces 417

the role of molecular interactions, which are expected 418

to be at the heart of water’s anomalous behavior (par- 419

ticularly hydrogen bonding). From a practical point 420

of view, the ζ index has shown success in fitting the 421

behavior predicted by the two-state model. However, 422

the index distributions do not display the nice (two 423

well-separated peaks) bimodality shown by the LSI for 424

the different models applied (the ζ index shows such a 425

kind of bimodal behavior only for TIP5P water model 426

and exclusively at low temperatures within the super- 427

cooled regime) [36,37,119,120]. 428

Based on the above-described knowledge and leav- 429

ing aside structural preconceptions, a new index has 430
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been recently built on the basis of molecular inter-431

actions, the V4 indicator [128]. This index represents432

a parameter-free structural indicator for water that433

has provided neat bimodal distributions for the differ-434

ent water models studied, in both the normal liquid435

and supercooled regimes. Specifically, V4 discriminates436

between molecules with four or more strong interac-437

tions, and molecules where the local tetrahedral coor-438

dination is distorted since the fourth attractive inter-439

action is not compatible with a good quality hydro-440

gen bond (undercoordinated molecules) [128]. Thus,441

while being successful in estimating the fractions of442

the two competing local molecular arrangements, V4443

accurately classifies water molecules within these two444

kinds of species [128]. Moreover, when calculated for445

inherent structure configurations, it corrects the ten-446

dency to overestimate the fraction of understructured447

molecules (in which former indicators incur) by discrim-448

inating between mere thermal distortions from truly449

structural changes [128]. This is central both to prop-450

erly rationalize water’s structure since the undercoordi-451

nated molecules are responsible for the salient peaks in452

the radial distribution functions, and also for dynamics,453

since undercoordinate and overcoordinate molecules are454

expected to become key defects that enable the hydro-455

gen bond rearrangement events that trigger water’s456

relaxation dynamics [129–131].457

Figure 3a and b illustrates the V4 distributions for458

SPC/E and TIP4P/2005, respectively, for several tem-459

peratures (above and below the corresponding melting460

points), both at the instantaneous and at the IS con-461

figurations. Neat bimodal distributions are evident for462

the two schemes and models. The energy minimization463

improves the interactions of the molecules under the464

low-energy peak moving such peak to the left, while the465

position of the other peak is not altered. The molecules466

under the peak of the left at the IS scheme present a467

fourth neighbor interacting with an energy of around468

the typical value for a good quality linear hydrogen469

bond, thus implying the existence of a first coordination470

shell close to the optimal tetrahedral bonding geometry471

and, as such, were termed as T (tetrahedral) molecules.472

The left peak includes also a small fraction of overcoor-473

dinated molecules (which at supercooled temperature474

becomes comparable with the fraction of undercoordi-475

nated molecules). The molecules with high-energy peak5 476

of the IS distribution, in turn, imply the existence of477

molecules with a distorted hydrogen bond coordination478

and thus were called D molecules (distorted or defect479

molecules). The two species inter-convert in time at480

a fixed temperature, but the relative abundance of T481

and D molecules significantly varies with temperature482

(Fig. 3c). Since the T molecules are the dominant pop-483

ulation at the IS, even above the melting temperature,484

water can be described as a random tetrahedral net-485

work with relatively few network defects, the number486

of which increases as the temperature is raised. In this487

picture, the low-density liquid, LDL, consists of a virtu-488

ally pure T phase, while the high-density liquid, HDL,489

is a mixture of a few defect molecules surrounded by T490

ones.491

Fig. 3 a V4 for SPC/E and b TIP4P/2005, both for inher-
ent structures (main), and equilibrium configurations (inset)
and at 1 bar. The temperature ranges go from 190K to 350K
in both water models. The arrows depict the direction of
increasing temperature; c fraction of T and D molecules as
a function of temperature

While additional work is still needed, the clear-cut 492

parameter-free V4 indicator has already yielded very rel- 493

evant information for the two-liquid picture [128]. For 494

instance, work with this indicator has found remark- 495

able similarity of the oxygen–oxygen radial distribu- 496

tion functions (RDFs) of T and D molecules with 497

experimental low- and high-density amorphous ices 498

[132] (LDA and HDA), respectively. This fact evidences 499

the high- and low-density liquid equilibrium (HDL– 500
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LDL equilibrium) as a thermally distorted version of501

the HDA–LDA equilibrium. The structure of the D502

molecules has also been found to be quite well defined503

and temperature independent (from total energy profile504

and partial RDFs information), while these molecules505

seem to significantly cluster as temperature is lowered506

[128]. Additionally, the employment of this index has507

been successful in explaining the anomalous rise in the508

isobaric heat capacity (Cp) of water at low temperature:509

since both local molecular arrangements display nor-510

mal liquid behavior, the anomaly can be explained as511

resulting from the inter-conversion between both kinds512

of molecular classes [128].513

4 Supercooled nanodroplets514

Studies of micro- and nanoscale droplets of water have515

provided significant insights over the past decade. Small516

water droplets are common in natural and industrial517

contexts and are especially important for understand-518

ing the atmosphere and climate as well as droplet infec-519

tions in virology. Droplets are valuable in the study of520

supercooled water because they naturally resist crys-521

tallization, relative to bulk samples, due to a combina-522

tion of finite size and surface effects [133–135]. Notably,523

micron-scale droplets were used in recent experimental524

work presenting evidence for a maximum of the isother-525

mal compressibility of deeply supercooled water and526

identify this maximum with the Widom line [2,25].527

Not only can water droplets be cooled to lower T528

than bulk water, but also the Laplace pressure inside529

nanoscale droplets can be significantly greater than530

ambient. Li et al. have shown that the Laplace pressure531

inside nanodroplets is high enough to contribute to sup-532

pressing ice formation [136]. In a series of recent works,533

Malek, Saika-Voivod, and coworkers have studied the534

nature and implications of the Laplace pressure of water535

nanodroplets using simulations with the TIP4P/2005536

potential. References [137] and [138] address method-537

ological questions related to efficiently gathering ade-538

quate statistics from simulations of nanodroplets and539

clarifying the numerical evaluation of the Laplace pres-540

sure. Reference [139] then presents a detailed study of541

how the properties of water nanodroplets change as a542

function of T and the number of molecules N in the543

droplet. This study focuses on the supercooled region544

and demonstrates that the Laplace pressure reaches val-545

ues as high at 2000 atm at T = 180 K for the small-546

est nanodroplets studied (N = 100). These are the T547

and P conditions at which bulk TIP4P/2005 begins to548

undergo a liquid–liquid phase transition, and Ref. [139]549

shows that the influence of the bulk LLPT on the prop-550

erties of the droplets can be discerned, despite their551

small size.552

For example, an unusual inversion of the droplet den-553

sity profile occurs as the droplets cool. At high T , the554

density of the water inside a droplet decreases mono-555

tonically as a function of the distance r from the droplet556

center of mass, as would be expected for a simple liq-557

uid, as shown in Fig. 4. However, at lower T , the den- 558

sity of the liquid at the surface of the droplet is higher 559

than the density in the droplet core. The behavior is 560

consistent with the trend in bulk TIP4P/2005 water 561

that LDL forms when cooling through the Widom line 562

associated with the LLPT. That is, a LDL-like region 563

with a well-developed hydrogen bond network preferen- 564

tially forms in the droplet core, surrounded by a surface 565

layer in which the hydrogen bond network is disrupted, 566

and therefore denser, due to proximity to the droplet 567

interface with the vapor phase. However, if the droplets 568

are small enough, the increase of the Laplace pressure 569

on cooling is large enough to push the droplets into 570

the regime of HDL, and consistent with this, the core 571

switches to an HDL-like density. Reference [139] thus 572

demonstrates that supercooled water nanodroplets dis- 573

play complex behavior arising from a superposition of 574

surface effects, Laplace pressure, and the physics of the 575

LLPT. These findings suggest that experimental char- 576

acterization of supercooled water nanodroplets provides 577

a way to search for signs of the LLPT under conditions 578

where the bulk liquid is difficult to study due to ice 579

crystallization [2,25]. 580

A related question concerns the variation of the 581

liquid–vapor surface tension γ of water with T in the 582

supercooled region. A number of experimental [140– 583

142] and simulation studies [143–146] have sought to 584

clarify what if any anomalies occur in γ for supercooled 585

water. Upon crossing either the Widom line or the coex- 586

istence line of the LLPT, theoretical work predicts that 587

as T decreases γ should increase faster than would be 588

expected if there is no LLPT [147,148]. In Ref. [149], 589

Saika-Voivod and coworkers exploit the data obtained 590

from their nanodroplet simulations to estimate γ for a 591

planar liquid–vapor interface under deeply supercooled 592

conditions. The results confirm the prediction that γ 593

increases as T decreases at a much higher rate below 594

the Widom line than above it. Wang et al. have also 595

recently studied γ for supercooled TIP4P/2005 water, 596

and they obtain a similar result [150]. Figure 5 shows 597

the comparison of the results of Ref. [149] and Ref. 598

[150], along with earlier higher T results from Vega and 599

Miguel [151]. These studies confirm that measurements 600

of γ may be useful for seeking evidence of the LLPT in 601

supercooled water. 602

5 Cooperative effects in water 603

Many of the most common atomistic models assume 604

that all water interactions are strictly pairwise. This 605

hypothesis is inconsistent with many experimental 606

[152–157] and theoretical evidences [158–160]. For exam- 607

ple, in their seminal paper [161], Barnes et al. showed 608

that models containing only pair–additive interactions 609

are not able to reproduce the correct HB interaction 610

energy, even for small water clusters. More recently, 611

Góra and coworkers calculated the interaction ener- 612

gies of large water clusters (H2O)n, n = 6, 16, 24, from 613

many-body expansion, up to six-body terms, based on 614
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Fig. 4 Density profiles of TIP4P/2005 water nanodroplets
of size N = 776 molecules taken from Ref. [139]. The local
density ρ within the droplet is evaluated from the average
volume of Voronoi cells for molecules located at a distance
r from the droplet center of mass, as described in detail in
Ref. [139]

Fig. 5 Comparison of estimates for γ for TIP4P/2005 from
Refs. [149–151]. The dashed line is taken from Ref. [151] and
provides an extrapolation into the supercooled region based
on data obtained at higher T . The data from Ref. [149] are
the same as the green points shown in Fig. 5b of that work

ab initio potentials. They showed that for the hex-615

amer two-body terms constitute about 82% of the total616

interaction energy, while three-body 17%, four-body617

2%, with smaller contributions from five- and six-body618

terms [162]. The values for the n = 24 cluster change619

to, respectively, 74%, 23%, and 3%, with a cumula-620

tive contribution of five- and six-body terms of 0.2%,621

where the six-body term can be safely neglected. These622

results clearly show that the larger the number of water623

molecules in the cluster, the larger the contribution624

coming from terms with at least three bodies.625

Researchers have explored different approaches to626

include the many-body interactions in water mod-627

els within the classical physics approximation [163].628

Depending on the level of description, we can distin- 629

guish between atomistic and coarse-grained models. 630

Different polarizable models [164–166] have been pro- 631

posed with interesting results. Among them, the A- 632

MOEBA polarizable atomic multipole model adjusts its 633

parameters in agreement with ab initio results for water 634

clusters and experimental data over a broad tempera- 635

ture range to overcome the limits of the classical physics 636

description [167]. AMOEBA is successful on protein– 637

ligand binding and computational X-ray crystallogra- 638

phy, but needs further tuning to describe solvation of 639

small biomolecules, aromatic interactions, or dynamical 640

properties away from ambient conditions [168]. 641

The drawback for these approaches is a considerable 642

increase of the computational cost that prevent these 643

models to be affordable for large-size and long-time sim- 644

ulations. This makes them unsuitable to reach the ther- 645

modynamic limit needed in phase transitions studies or 646

to adopt them in large-scale biological computations. 647

Furthermore, energy decomposition analysis, including 648

charge densities from density functional theory calcu- 649

lations for cyclic water trimer and tetramer, suggests 650

that charge transfer is the leading source of cooperativ- 651

ity, while polarization effects have only marginal influ- 652

ence [169]. Hence, although sophisticated, polarizable 653

models could be insufficient to include the cooperative 654

effects. 655

At a more coarse-grained level, molecular models 656

with explicit three-body interactions [170] have been 657

used for studies related to the water phase diagram 658

[171] and, in particular, crystal phases [172,173]. How- 659

ever, the meta-stable supercooled region of the water 660

phase diagram is almost inaccessible to these models [1]. 661

Indeed, they overestimate the water diffusion constant, 662

even after machine-learning parameter refinement [174], 663

on a large range of temperatures, making water dynam- 664

ics too fast [1]. One possible reason for this is that they 665

assume that many-body interactions with order higher 666

than three are negligible. This hypothesis is debatable 667

and not necessarily true [162]. For example, estimates 668

on the minimum-energy configurations of water clusters 669

(H2O)n, for n ≤ 21, calculated with non-polarizable 670

and polarizable models, find structural differences only 671

for clusters with n ≥ 5 [175,176]. These works support 672

the hypothesis that five-body contributions are relevant 673

at low T . 674

An alternative approach consists in adopting a Landau- 675

type mean-field free energy based on the two-state 676

model introduced by Rötgen for water in 1892 [177] 677

and, later, modified adding cooperativity by Strässler 678

and Kittel for general order–disorder transitions in 1965 679

[178]. The two-state model assumes that liquid water 680

(or any other liquid) is made of subsystems, each in 681

one of two states with different local properties, such 682

as density, energy, and degeneracy. If x is the frac- 683

tion, or concentration, of liquid subsystems with lower 684

energy, 1−x is the fraction of those in the liquid excited 685

state. If there is no cooperativity, the total free energy 686

is given by a linear combination of those associated 687

with each liquid state. If a cooperativity parameter 688

larger than zero is introduced as an effective interac- 689
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tion among different liquid states, then the total free690

energy is quadratic in x to the leading order. Strässler691

and Kittel demonstrated that, given a nonzero cooper-692

ativity, depending on the choice of the phenomenologi-693

cal parameters, the quadratic free energy can give rise694

to a transition between two phases, each in one of the695

two states, and that the phase transition can be first or696

second order [178]. If x is an order parameter character-697

izing the liquid as in the Rötgen model, this approach698

is able to reproduce the different scenarios for water,699

i.e., the SF, the LLCP, the CPF, or the SLC, depend-700

ing on the choice of the model parameters and, in par-701

ticular, the cooperative parameter. These results have702

been shown with different flavors in a series of insightful703

papers by Tanaka, without cooperativity [179] and with704

cooperativity [180], and, in a less direct way, by Poole et705

al. [17]. In Ref. [17], although the authors state in a note706

that there is “lack of cooperativity” in their treatment,707

the cooperative parameter is given by the width of the708

phenomenological Gaussian that defines the range of709

volumes over which a significant fraction of HBs is in710

the state with lower energy, density, and degeneracy. As711

we will discuss in the following, the same kind of free712

energy—i.e., quadratic in the two-state order parameter713

and with a tunable cooperativity—can be derived start-714

ing from a molecular Hamiltonian of the HBs, instead715

of assuming, directly, a Landau-type expression for it.716

The starting point is the Sastry et al. Hamiltonian717

model for water [181]. This model assumes that the718

total water volume is given by two contributions: one719

associated with the van deer Waals interaction among720

water molecules, as in a lattice-gas for a simple liquid,721

another coming from the directional interaction of the722

HBs. When a HB is formed, the bonded molecules are723

in a state of (a) low density, because of the HB vol-724

ume contribution, (b) low energy, because of a pair-725

wise interaction among molecular bonding variables,726

and (c) low degeneracy, because the bonding variables727

have much less bonded configurations than non-bonded.728

With these minimal hypotheses, this elegant model can729

be solved in a molecular field approximation, generat-730

ing a Gibbs free energy that has the features of those731

without cooperativity, as discussed above within the732

approach a la Landau. Its free energy qualitatively733

rationalizes the water density anomaly and the large734

increase of the response functions at low temperature,735

as in the experiments for liquid water near and below736

the melting temperature, without the need of any ther-737

modynamic singularity (SF scenario) [181].738

To include the effect of cooperativity, Franzese, Stan-739

ley (FS), and coworkers added to the Sastry et al.740

Hamiltonian a term that gives rise to an effective741

many-body interaction, up to the order of the five742

molecules comprised in the first coordination shell of743

a water molecule. The FS model, suitable for ana-744

lytic calculations [21,182,183] and Monte Carlo (MC)745

simulations [74,184–190], is described in details else-746

where [74,184,187,190–192]. It coarse-grains the water747

molecules positions, introducing a density field, but748

takes into detailed account the HBs contributions that749

generate local heterogeneities in the density. Thanks to750

an efficient cluster MC algorithm [193,194] based on 751

a percolation mapping [195], the FS model can equili- 752

brate in the supercooled regime of liquid water and at 753

extreme pressures P . 754

As in the Sastry et al. Hamiltonian, the FS model 755

has a parameter, vHB, accounting for the local change 756

of volume due to HB formation, and another, J , that is 757

the characteristic energy excitation for breaking a direc- 758

tional HB. Furthermore, it has an additional coopera- 759

tivity parameter, Jσ, that is the characteristic energy 760

of the many-body (non-additive) interaction. To ana- 761

lyze the effect of the cooperativity in water, Jσ can be 762

tuned. However, the physical constrain Jσ ≪ J must 763

hold always, because it corresponds to the fact that the 764

HB cooperativity is relevant only when the HBs are 765

formed [192]. 766

The FS model has been studied to reveal the influ- 767

ence of the cooperativity in the phase diagram [22], 768

the dynamics of hydration water [23,74,185,186], and 769

to rationalize the water diffusion anomaly in terms of 770

cooperative rearranging regions [188]. In particular, the 771

model reproduces the different scenarios of supercooled 772

water by tuning the relative values of Jσ and J (Fig. 773

6). 774

For Jσ = 0, the FS model is, by definition, the same 775

as the Sastry et al. model for the SF scenario. For mod- 776

erate cooperativity, i.e., 0 < Jσ � J/2, a liquid–liquid 777

phase transition occurs at positive pressure and ends 778

in a critical point, as in the LLCP scenario. Within 779

this range of values for Jσ, the larger is Jσ, the lower 780

is P and the higher is T of the LLCP. For larger val- 781

ues (Jσ � J/2), the LLCP occurs at negative pressure 782

and, for increasing Jσ at any constant J , the LLCP 783

approaches the liquid-to-gas stability limit under ten- 784

sion. 785

This is true until, for large-enough HB cooperativ- 786

ity, the liquid–liquid phase transition reaches the limit 787

of stability of the liquid and the LLCP is no longer 788

accessible. This case corresponds to the CPF scenario. 789

The FS model under these conditions shows that the 790

liquid-to-gas spinodal, with positive slope in the P–T 791

thermodynamic plane, merges with the liquid-to-liquid 792

spinodal, with negative slope in the P–T plane. As a 793

consequence, the two merging spinodals give rise to a 794

re-entrant fluid-to-fluid spinodal, as in the SL conjec- 795

ture. 796

Therefore, the FS model shows that all the scenarios 797

can be understood as a consequence of the same mech- 798

anism, controlled by the amount of cooperativity of the 799

HB interaction. The four are plausible, and which one 800

is the correct scenario for water depends, within this 801

framework, on how strong is the cooperative HB compo- 802

nent, if any. According to estimates for the cooperative 803

HB contribution made from experimental data [196– 804

200], Stokely et al. conclude that the scenario holding 805

for supercooled liquid water has the LLCP at positive 806

pressure [22]. 807
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Fig. 6 Accessible thermodynamic scenarios for the FS
model for different values of the covalent (directional) com-
ponent and cooperative component of the HBs, when the
other parameters of the model (e.g., vHB) are constant.

Respectively, J̃ and J̃σ are J and Jσ in units of the van
der Waals energy (energy parameter of the Lennard–Jones

potential). The SF scenario corresponds to the case J̃σ = 0

for any J̃ (red line). For any J̃σ > 0, the system displays a
liquid–liquid phase transition. Depending on the values of
J̃ and J̃σ > 0, the phase transition ends in a LLCP with
positive, or negative critical pressure PC′ (orange region, or
yellow region, respectively), or at the liquid–gas spinodal,
as in the CPF scenario (white region). In the latter region,
the liquid spinodal retraces to negative pressure as in SL
conjecture. Dashed lines are calculated by mean field and
verified by MC calculations. Reprinted figure from [22]

6 Mode coupling interpretation of water808

dynamics and fragile-to-strong transition in809

water810

Thermodynamic features and structural modifications811

that water shows in the supercooled region appear to812

be strongly interconnected to its slow glassy dynamics813

and to dynamical crossovers.814

When the slow dynamics of a liquid is studied, one815

of the most used physical quantities is the self inter-816

mediate scattering function (SISF), which is the spa-817

tial Fourier transform of the self density correlation818

function. This quantity can be directly calculated with819

molecular dynamics simulations, and it is also the time820

Fourier transform of the dynamical structure factor821

that can be measured with quasi-elastic and inelastic822

neutron scattering. The SISF probes the dynamics of823

the atoms or molecules of the liquid, and it is given824

by:825

Fs(q, t) =
1

N

N
∑

i=1

〈ρq(t)ρ−q(0)〉 =
1

N

N
∑

i=1

eiq·[ri(t)−ri(0)],826

(2)827

where ρq(t) is the Fourier q-component of the micro- 828

scopic density at time t, q is the exchange wave vector, 829

and ri(t) the position of the atom or of the molecule at 830

time t. 831

The most general feature of supercooled and glassy 832

dynamics of liquids is the developing upon cooling of 833

a two-step relaxation decay and the stretching of the 834

slowest relaxation over decades in time upon decreasing 835

temperature in the time correlation functions. 836

The mode coupling theory (MCT) [201,202] inter- 837

prets the slow dynamics of water in the mild super- 838

cooled regime. The idea behind the MCT is the cage 839

effect, a transient trapping of a particle of the liquid by 840

its nearest neighbors. When the temperature of the sys- 841

tem is lowered at constant pressure, a particle remains 842

trapped by the cage formed by neighbors for longer and 843

longer time. Correspondingly, the SISFs do not change 844

with time and a plateau develops for the time the parti- 845

cle is confined inside the cage. When the cages relaxes, 846

the particle is free to move and the correlators slowly 847

decay to zero. Eventually, in the idealized version of 848

the theory, this trapping leads to the complete struc- 849

tural arrest of the liquid at the MCT temperature TC 850

and below because all cages are frozen. This means that 851

below TC the ideal system turns to a glassy state. 852

As stated in “Introduction,” in 1996 the MCT behav- 853

ior was first observed in water by Gallo et al. [39] 854

and Sciortino et al. [40]. In these seminal studies, the 855

appearance upon supercooling of two-step relaxation 856

and the cage effect of water simulated with the SPC/E 857

model was shown. 858

They used the following formula to describe the ana- 859

lytic form of the translational SISF which takes into 860

account the MCT prediction: 861

Fs(q, t) = (1 − fq)e
−(t/τs)2 + fqe

−(t/τ)β

. (3) 862

The Gaussian function with time constant τs takes 863

into account the initial ballistic motion inside the cage, 864

while the stretched exponential function, known as 865

the Kohlrausch–Williams–Watts function, takes into 866

account the structural α-relaxation, with time constant 867

τ and the stretching parameter β < 1 that indicates a 868

stretched dynamics. 869

The α-relaxation behavior of supercooled water was 870

experimentally confirmed by Torre et al. [41]. 871

The model of Eq. 3 and the MCT predictions suc- 872

cessfully describe the SISFs of TIP4P water [49] and 873

TIP4P/2005 water [50] too. 874

In Fig. 7, we show the SISFs calculated for the oxygen 875

atoms of water simulated with the TIP4P/2005 model 876

[50] at q = Q0 = 2.25 Å−1, where the MCT behavior 877

is best evident. This figure shows the behavior of this 878

correlator for water from ambient temperature down to 879

the supercooled regime. The TIP4P/2005 water poten- 880

tial is one of the most popular models for water as it is 881

able to reproduce many experimental water quantities 882

in a large range of temperatures and pressures [127]. 883

For this potential, the presence of the LLCP and the 884

Widom line has already been found in thermodynam- 885
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Fig. 7 Top frame: SISFs of oxygen of bulk water simu-
lated with the TIP4P/2005 potential at ρ = 0.95 g/cm3

from 300 K down to 200 K. The red curve superimposed
to the data point is the fit according to Eq. 3. Bottom
frame: α-relaxation times τ as function of 1000/T . Each
panel corresponds to a different density of bulk water. The
continuous red line is the MCT power law fit via Eq. 4. The
dashed blue line is the Arrhenius fit via Eq. 5. The FSC
takes place for ρ = 0.95, 0.98, and 1 g/cm3. The relaxation
time for ρ = 1.03 g/cm3 is described by Eq. 4 in the whole
interval of studied temperatures. Reprinted from [50], with
the permission of AIP Publishing

ics calculations [203] and recently rigorously confirmed886

[95].887

We see from Fig. 7 that, as the temperature goes888

down, the timescale of the long-time decay becomes889

slower and slower with respect to the initial decay of the890

correlators, which weakly depends on the temperature.891

From the point of view of the single-particle microscopic892

dynamics, the first decay corresponds to the ballistic893

regime and the long-time decay to zero to the struc-894

tural α-relaxation of the liquid. The fit of the SISFs895

according to Eq. 3 is shown as continuous line super-896

imposed to the data, in the upper panel of Fig. 7.897

After the fast relaxation, the SISF reaches a plateau898

value fq, called non-ergodicity parameter. The rele-899

vant timescale of the slow relaxation to zero, the α-900

relaxation, follows, according to the MCT, a power law901

given by:902

τ ∼ (T − TC)−γ . (4)903

TC and γ are parameters of theory, typically dependent 904

on pressure. We call a liquid, the relaxation time of 905

which follows Eq. 4, a fragile liquid. 906

From Eq. 4, we see that upon approaching TC from 907

above, the α-relaxation time of the liquid becomes 908

slower and slower and diverges at TC : This corresponds 909

to the transition to the glassy state, characterized by 910

structural arrest when the SISF settles on the value of 911

fq ceasing to decay. 912

From Fig. 7, we see that all the SISFs of water decay 913

to zero. This is not because the investigated temper- 914

atures are far above TC , but because in many liquids 915

few degrees above TC , new relaxation mechanisms set 916

on and let the particle escape from the cage and the cor- 917

relators decay to zero. These mechanisms are tempera- 918

ture activated. They are called hopping phenomena and 919

they are included in the extended MCT. Their effect is a 920

smearing out of the divergence of the α-relaxation time. 921

When hopping dominates the dynamics of the liquids, 922

the α-relaxation time is described by an Arrhenius law: 923

τ ∼ e−EA/(kBT ), (5) 924

where EA is the activation energy of the liquid. We call 925

a liquid whose relaxation time follow Eq. 5 a strong 926

liquid. Therefore, for these liquids where hopping phe- 927

nomena restore ergodicity, like water, the α-relaxation 928

time shows upon cooling a crossover from the MCT 929

power law behavior of Eq. 4, to the Arrhenius behav- 930

ior of Eq. 5. This crossover is called fragile-to-strong 931

crossover (FSC) and takes place at a temperature TL, 932

inside the supercooled regime few degrees above TC . We 933

mention that the α-relaxation behavior of a fragile liq- 934

uid, including water, can be fitted also with the Vogel– 935

Fulcher–Tamman phenomenological formula [204]: 936

τ ∼ eBT0/(T−T0), (6) 937

where B is the fragility parameter and T0 is an ideal 938

glass transition temperature located below the experi- 939

mental glass transition temperature TG, see, for exam- 940

ple, for water [46,47,57]. We also note that for liq- 941

uids that do not show the FSC, fragile liquids, like 942

o-terphenyl, the VFT law is able to fit the relaxation 943

data down to the glass transition temperature [204]. For 944

water, this is not possible neither in experiments nor in 945

simulations [42,46,47,57]. 946

We note that a lot of work on the slow dynamics 947

of water was experimentally carried out by C. Austin 948

Angell. The role of MCT in the interpretation of the 949

experiments on supercooled liquids was already under- 950

lined by Ediger, Angell, and Nagel in their well-known 951

review [205]. Likewise, the fragile-to-strong behavior in 952

glass formers was extensively analyzed already in Ref. 953

[206]. More specifically, C. A. Angell in Ref. [42] showed 954

that water close to Tg behaves as a strong glass former 955

suggesting a fragile-to-strong transition to match the 956

fragile behavior of water for mild supercooling. 957

In the lower panel of Fig. 7, the α-relaxation times τ 958

extracted from the SISFs of TIP4P/2005, are shown as 959
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Fig. 8 Oxygen VHSCFs. Top frame: radial VHSCF at
T = 220 K for density ρ = 1.00 g/cm3 for various instants of
time. The VHSCF is displayed in a the ballistic time inter-
val, b the intermediate “cage” regime, and c the long-time
diffusive regime. In the insets, we plot the same correlator
in the (Q, t) space, the self-intermediate scattering function
(SISF). Each arrow marks the time region spanned by the
VHSCF of the main panel. Bottom panel: radial VHSCF in
the long-time diffusive regime calculated for ρ = 0.95 g/cm3,
ρ = 0.98 g/cm3, and ρ = 1.00 g/cm3. For each density, the
VHSCF is shown at T = TC , with TC the respective mode
coupling temperature. The gOO(r) at TC are also reported
and rescaled to make the comparison more clear. In the first
panel, arrows mark the exact position of the hopping peaks
at t = 34 ns. Reprinted from [51], with the permission of
AIP Publishing

function of the inverse temperature, for four different960

densities ρ = 0.95, 0.98, 1.00, and 1.03 g/cm3. In three961

out of the four densities studied in Ref. [50], the relax-962

ation times of water show a FSC, which means that the963

behavior crosses from the MCT power law at higher964

temperatures to the Arrhenius law at low tempera-965

ture. In the fourth case, instead, the relaxation times966

could be described by the MCT law in the full interval.967

The occurrence or non-occurrence of the crossover from968

power law to Arrhenius in water is related to different969

paths on the phase diagram of water and highlight the970

strong connection with the thermodynamics.971

In the next section, we will discuss these connec-972

tions. Before that, we want to show how the mecha-973

nism of hopping sets in for water. This phenomenon has974

been recently studied through the stretching dynamics975

of water in the oxygen van Hove self correlation func-976

tions (VHSCF), which is the Fourier transform of the977

SISF in the real space (r, t).978

The VHSCF of TIP4P/2005 water was investigated979

upon cooling in Ref. [51]. In the upper frame of Fig. 8,980

the svFHs calculated from molecular dynamics sim-981

ulation of water at a density ρ = 1.00 g/cm3 and 982

T = 220 K are reported. The curves are grouped in 983

three time intervals corresponding to the three regimes 984

of the dynamics: the short time ballistic regime (left), 985

the cage regime (middle), and the structural relaxation 986

regime (right). At early times, the VHSCF broadens 987

and its peak moves to larger distances as the time 988

evolves, because the molecule is moving ballistically 989

away from its starting position. This corresponds to 990

the initial Gaussian decay of the SISFs, as highlighted 991

in the inset. At intermediate time, the curves do not 992

evolve in time because the water molecules are trapped 993

inside the cage. This corresponds to the plateau of the 994

SISFs. When the water relaxes because the cages dis- 995

solve, molecules are free to diffuse and the VHSCF at 996

long time start to evolve again in time. In the diffu- 997

sive regime, the VHSCF is well approximated with a 998

Gaussian, so it is characterized by a single maximum 999

evolving in time toward longer distances. 1000

In the bottom frame of Fig. 8, the VHSCFs at very 1001

long time are shown for the three density values dis- 1002

playing the FSC at their respective TC . These VHSCFs 1003

are plotted together with the oxygen-oxygen radial dis- 1004

tribution functions, computed at the same thermody- 1005

namic conditions and rescaled by a constant factor 1006

to enhance the comparison. Below the FSC, water is 1007

behaving as a strong liquid where the dynamics is 1008

driven by hopping phenomena. In this regime, cages are 1009

frozen and water molecules can escape the cage of near- 1010

est neighbors only by hopping toward outer coordina- 1011

tion shells. This mechanism becomes clear in VHSCFs, 1012

when the long-time curves develop multiple peaks. As 1013

the time increases, the peaks become more pronounced. 1014

These peaks are aligned with the peaks of the radial dis- 1015

tribution functions, which give the energetically favored 1016

positions to which water molecules can hop to. 1017

Fig. 9 ρ−T thermodynamic phase diagram containing the
location of the LLCP [203], FSC TL(ρ), MCT TC(ρ) and
the Windom Line. The four isodensity paths investigated
are shown with dot-dashed lines. For the three paths inter-
secting the WL, an empty symbol indicates that the state
point is above the FSC and does not show hopping effects,
while a full symbol indicates that the state point is below
the FSC and water does show hopping effects. The FSC line
corresponds with the Widom line. Reprinted from [51], with
the permission of AIP Publishing
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7 Connections between dynamic crossovers1018

of translational relaxations and1019

thermodynamics1020

The results on the slow dynamics of water show that1021

upon cooling, water always follows the predictions of1022

the MCT in the region of mild supercooling. Depend-1023

ing on the thermodynamic path, water may or may not1024

show the FSC. The four thermodynamic paths investi-1025

gated in Refs. [50,51] are shown in the phase diagram1026

of Fig. 9 at the corresponding densities shown in the1027

bottom panel of Fig. 7.1028

We see that, when the path does not intersect the1029

Widom line, water remains a fragile liquid without1030

showing dynamics dominated by hopping effects, down1031

to the lowest temperature where it was possible to equi-1032

librate the simulations. This is the case of water at1033

ρ = 1.03 g/cm3. For the other three densities, ρ =1034

0.95, 0.98, and 1.00 g/cm3, we observe that the followed1035

paths intersect the Widom line and correspondently1036

water shows the FSC at the Widom line, and below1037

hopping phenomena set on.1038

The coincidence of the occurrence of the FSC with1039

the Widom line establishes the non-trivial connection1040

between the dynamics and the thermodynamics of bulk1041

supercooled water. In the one-phase region, above the1042

Widom line, water fluctuations are more dominated by1043

HDL local structures, while below it they are more dom-1044

inated by LDL local structures. The high-density liquid1045

is characterized by a fragile dynamics, while the low-1046

density liquid by a strong hopping-activated dynam-1047

ics. These studies show therefore that the translational1048

dynamics of water depends strongly on the local density1049

experienced by the water molecules and that hopping is1050

more favored where water is less dense. This is also con-1051

firmed by an analysis of the VHSCF for water molecules1052

based on local order [207], showing that the dynamics1053

is slower when the density of water decreases.1054

Also, the dynamics of hydration water has been stud-1055

ied along these lines with the density correlators [68–1056

72,208–210]. Recently, a study of hydration water of a1057

globular protein, lysozyme, has been studied by means1058

of molecular dynamics simulations both with the pure1059

hydration water [71,208,211] and with water and tre-1060

halose [70,72]. Trehalose is a disaccharide commonly1061

used for organic cryopreservation [212]. Focusing on1062

translational dynamics and mild supercooling, there-1063

fore on picosecond and nanosecond timescales, these1064

studies have evidenced that after the first fast relax-1065

ation, hydration water shows two translational struc-1066

tural relaxations [210]. The first slow relaxation is the1067

analogous α-relaxation of bulk water and was also mea-1068

sured in neutron scattering experiments for lysozyme1069

at low hydration [213,214]. The second one is a longer1070

relaxation which arises from the dynamic coupling of1071

water with the protein. The α-relaxation times are very1072

similar to the bulk for the pure hydration water and1073

mildly slower when trehalose is added to the solution.1074

This relaxation shows a FSC at circa 5 degrees above1075

the temperature of FSC for bulk water in the case1076

of pure lysozyme hydration water. An increase of 20 1077

degrees with respect to bulk water is found when tre- 1078

halose is added to the aqueous solution. Therefore, the 1079

phenomenology of the α-relaxation is similar for bulk 1080

water and pure hydration water and qualitatively simi- 1081

lar also when trehalose is added to the solution. A mild 1082

decrease of the activation energy on the strong side of 1083

the α-process is observed when going from bulk to pure 1084

hydration water to hydration water with lysozyme. 1085

The long relaxation is a feature that it is present 1086

only in hydration water [71]. For pure hydration water, 1087

relaxation times are much slower than the α-relaxation 1088

times and they show a strong-to-strong crossover that 1089

coincides with the so-called protein dynamical transi- 1090

tion [215,216]. The protein dynamical transition is a 1091

well-known feature of hydrated proteins. Upon cool- 1092

ing, there is a specific temperature where the mean 1093

square fluctuations of the protein atoms become con- 1094

sistently inhibited. Upon addition of trehalose to the 1095

solution, the long relaxation is enormously slowed down 1096

and it keeps on showing the strong-to-strong transition 1097

in correspondence of the Protein Dynamical Transition. 1098

Correspondently, the damping of protein fluctuations 1099

below the protein dynamical transition is much more 1100

enhanced [72]. 1101

We also note that in protein hydration the hopping 1102

due to the α-relaxation is also present. Interestingly, 1103

additional hopping phenomena of the water molecules, 1104

connected to the long relaxation, also arise [208]. 1105

Dynamic crossovers in water are therefore also very 1106

important to asses the reciprocal influence of water and 1107

biological substrate both for translational and for rota- 1108

tional relaxations as also illustrated in the next Section. 1109

We must also mention here that in the region below 1110

the MCT crossover temperature, where hopping pro- 1111

cesses dominate, a connection between thermodynamics 1112

and the VFT relation is given by the Adam–Gibbs rela- 1113

tion that connects the viscosity to the configurational 1114

entropy [217]. The Adam–Gibbs equation is based on 1115

the concept of the cooperative rearranging regions [218]. 1116

In this context, the region below TC is dominated by 1117

the potential-energy landscape [219–222] and the glass 1118

transition occurs at the Kauzmann temperature where 1119

the configurational entropy vanishes. 1120

8 Two dynamic crossovers in hydrogen 1121

bond relaxation of FS hydration water 1122

Dielectric relaxations in water probe water’s dipole 1123

rotational dynamics, which occurs in the HB net- 1124

work [223]. As stated in “Introduction,” dielectric spec- 1125

troscopy experiments for lysozyme at low hydration 1126

show two distinct dynamic crossovers for the proton 1127

relaxation time in the supercooled regime [74], at T ∼ 1128

252 K and T ∼ 181 K (Fig. 10A). Crossovers at simi- 1129

lar temperatures have been seen recently also in self- 1130

diffusion of a thin supercooled water film, layered on 1131

crystalline ice, by using a pulsed-laser-heating tech- 1132
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nique to measure the ice growth rate [224]. Simulations1133

and mean-field calculations for hydration water repre-1134

sented with the FS model (Sect. 5) allow us to under-1135

stand the origin of these two crossovers [23,74,185,186].1136

In Ref. [185], Kumar et al. explore how the coop-1137

erativity affects the properties of the high-T dynamic1138

crossover for the HB correlation time. They compare1139

the results obtained for two thermodynamic scenarios:1140

SF with Jσ/J = 0 and LLCP with Jσ/J = 0.1. For1141

both scenarios, they find that the dynamic crossover1142

occurs from a non-Arrhenius to an Arrhenius regime,1143

and they relate its origin to the HB fluctuations due1144

to the local rearrangement of the network. More pre-1145

cisely, they make four experimentally testable predic-1146

tions [184,185]. For both scenarios, (i) the time of1147

the HB correlation at the crossover, τL, is indepen-1148

dent on P (isochronism), (ii) the activation energy at1149

the crossover, EA(P ), decreases linearly as P increases,1150

and (iii) the crossover temperature TL(P ) decreases lin-1151

early as P increases. Additionally, they find that (iv)1152

the fragility index EA/(kBTL) has a different depen-1153

dence on P for LLCP and SF scenarios. For the for-1154

mer, it increases as P increases, but for the latter,1155

it remains constant. Quasi-elastic neutron scattering1156

(QENS) experiments on water hydrating lysozyme con-1157

firm the predictions (i)–(iii) [184,226]. Nevertheless,1158

they are not able to discriminate between the LLCP and1159

SF scenarios, as the prediction of the difference between1160

the two lays within the error bars of the experiments1161

[184].1162

With further Monte Carlo simulations and mean-field1163

calculations exploring lower T for the FS model [23,74],1164

Mazza et al. clarify that the high-T dynamics crossover1165

is only apparently between a non-Arrhenius and an1166

Arrhenius behavior, but it is in fact a non-Arrhenius-to-1167

non-Arrhenius crossover, followed by a non-Arrhenius-1168

to-Arrhenius crossover al lower T ∼ 181 K (Fig. 10B),1169

as seen in the experiments measuring the proton relax-1170

ation time of water hydrating lysozyme powder. They1171

find that the crossover at high-T , previously reported1172

in [185], is indeed between two Vogel–Fulcher–Tamman1173

(VFT) behaviors. They relate the origin of the crossover1174

at T ∼ 252 K to a transition for the water protons1175

from a diffusive high-T regime to a subdiffusive low-1176

T regime. The crossover at T ∼ 181 K is between a1177

VFT and an Arrhenius regime. This crossover corre-1178

sponds to the local rearrangement of the HBs into a1179

tetrahedrally ordered network due to the cooperative1180

effect. They show that these changes are not related to1181

the interaction with the confining interface, consistent1182

with the interpretation of recent experiments [224].1183

To further strengthen this interpretation, they show1184

that the two crossovers correspond to two maxima in1185

the specific heat CP . The high-T CP -maximum is origi-1186

nated by the P -dependent maxima of the enthalpy fluc-1187

tuations due to the formation of the HB network. The1188

low-T CP -maximum is due to the local rearrangement1189

of the HB network due to the cooperativity effect, and1190

it is almost independent on P [23,74].1191

9 The diffusion anomaly 1192

The diffusion constant D of normal liquids decreases if 1193

we increase P at constant T . Experiments show that 1194

water, instead, has an anomalous P -dependence of D, 1195

with up to a 60% increment [227,228] for increasing 1196

P < 200 MPa [160]. 1197

Simulations of classical [229], ab initio [230], or lattice 1198

[231] water models, find structural relations between 1199

the increase of D and, e.g., the HB weakening [44,232], 1200

or the configurational entropy [221], or the orientational 1201

order [233]. Although these works include the effect of 1202

the proliferation of HB defects with increasing P on D , 1203

they do not account for the cooperative rearrangement 1204

of water under pressure. 1205

The situation is more controversial when water is 1206

confined. For example, experiments in zeolites [234], 1207

hydrophilic nanopores [235], and hydrophobic carbon 1208

nanotubes [236] show that D decreases by orders of 1209

magnitude when the available space to water decreases. 1210

However, for water confined below 2 nm, experiments 1211

find a surprisingly fast mass transport [237]. Simula- 1212

tions of confined water show a similar controversy. For 1213

example, MD simulations of SPC/E-water between two 1214

large hydrophobic graphite-like plates display a large 1215

decrease of diffusion for separations below 1.3 nm [238], 1216

or a diffusion faster than bulk depending on the details 1217

of the numerical approach [239]. Under similar condi- 1218

tions, between 6 and 1.4 nm, TIP4P/2005-water shows 1219

oscillatory diffusion and rotational dynamics, with the 1220

speedups and slowdowns correlated with oscillations in 1221

structure, hydration pressure, and free energy [240]. 1222

Other authors find a similar discrepancy for carbon 1223

nanotubes with diameters below 1 nm [241–243]. In 1224

strong hydrophilic confinement, water was found to 1225

have a dichotomic behavior [55–57,244,245]; the first 1226

two layers close to a strongly hydrophilic surface are 1227

extremely slowed down and show subdiffusive behavior 1228

also upon supercooling (bound water). The rest of the 1229

water (free water) show dynamics that are similar to 1230

bulk water. 1231

To contribute to this debate, de los Santos and 1232

Franzese performed simulations of a FS water mono- 1233

layer, confined between hydrophobic walls at 0.5 nm 1234

distance [189]. They consider 75% hydration and, using 1235

diffusive MC, estimate D|| according to the Einstein 1236

formula 1237

D|| ≡ lim
t→∞

〈

|ri(t + t0) − ri(t)|
2
〉

4t
, (7) 1238

where ri is the projection of the position of the molecule 1239

i onto the plates. They have found that D|| has a non- 1240

monotonic behavior, with maxima and minima along 1241

isotherms, over a P -range of about 0.1 GPa. They ana- 1242

lyzed the anomaly in terms of the joint probability Wν,µ 1243

of finding ν molecules with (i) enough free volume avail- 1244

able for diffusion in their surrounding and (ii) within a 1245

cooperative rearranging region (CRR) with a number µ 1246

of HBs. They have found that D|| depends linearly on 1247
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Fig. 10 Experiments and simulations showing two
dynamic crossovers in the HB relaxation time τ of
hydration water. The crossover at T ∼ 252 K is from a
non-Arrhenius to a non-Arrhenius regime and the crossover
at T ∼ 181 K is non-Arrhenius to Arrhenius. In both
panels, solid and dotted lines are fittings to VFT behav-
iors, while the dashed line is an Arrhenius function. A
Relaxation time τ from dielectric spectroscopy experiments
on hydrated lysozyme, and B Monte Carlo calculation
of the relaxation time τMC for a water monolayer. The

authors relate the differences between the two plots to
two factors: (i) Experiments are carried out at constant
sample hydration h, which reduces the effective P when
T decreases, while simulations are performed at constant
P = 0.1 MPa, and (ii) the fluctuations in the O–O distance
and the HB network according to the FS model may enlarge
the probability for a proton to be delocalized with respect
to classical simulations at high-T . This effect is maximum
at T ∼ 250 K [225], close to the high-T crossover. Reprinted
figure from [74]

Wν,µ (Fig. 11), and that Wν,µ(P, T ) depends on both1248

(1) the average number of HBs per molecule, 〈nHB〉, and1249

(2) the free volume, 〈nF〉, in units of average molecular1250

volume.1251

This result clarifies the mechanisms of the diffusion1252

anomaly. When P increases along an isotherm, the1253

number of HBs 〈nHB〉 decreases, and the normalized1254

free volume, 〈nF〉, available for diffusion increases (inset1255

Fig. 11). Hence, the cost in energy for a molecule to1256

move decreases, while the free-volume increase partially1257

compensates the density increase due to pressurization.1258

These two mechanisms cause the increment of diffusion1259

in a limited range of T and P . Outside this region, D||1260

recovers a normal behavior because the number of HB1261

defects is small (at small P ), or there are not enough1262

HBs (at high P ).1263

Furthermore, the analysis by de los Santos and1264

Franzese shows that the described competition occurs1265

within CRRs of approximately 1 nm. Hence, it explains1266

why water under sub-nm confinement, as a consequence1267

of the breaking of the CRRs, is dominated by single-1268

molecule diffusion and diffuses faster than when con-1269

fined above 1 nm, where the cooperative rearrangement1270

slows it down. It is intriguing to observe that the 1-nm1271

length scale characterizes the limit below which water1272

loses many of its macroscopic features, including the1273

hydrophobic effect [246].1274

From all the considerations presented in Sects. 5, 8,1275

and 9, it is clear that many-body interactions play a rel-1276

evant role in water, and a proper water model should1277

include them [161,163]. The cooperativity allows us1278

to properly understand the rich variety of phenomena1279

that water displays, including thermodynamic, struc-1280

Fig. 11 Upper inset: average free volume in units of molec-
ular volume, 〈nF 〉, and average number of HBs per molecule,
〈nHB〉, at constant T as a function of P . The liquid–gas
phase transition at low P results in a discontinuity in 〈nF 〉.
At higher P both quantities are monotonic, but with oppo-
site behavior. Main panel: D||(P, T ) for six isotherms, each
represented by a different symbol, collapses onto a single lin-
ear function of Wν,µ(P, T ), showing that Wν,µ controls D||.
Lower inset: schematic drawing of a CRR of about 1 nm size
(shaded), with ν = 12 and µ ∝ 5 (HBs represented by thick
dashed lines). Reprinted figure with permission from Ref.
[189]. Copyright (2012) by the American Physical Society

tural and diffusion anomalies [247], as well as polyamor- 1281

phism [7–10,13]. The FS model offers a tractable way 1282

to account for these many-body correlations, namely 1283

by including them via a five-body term for the whole 1284
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first coordination shell of each water molecule [23,74,1285

182,183,185,186,190,192]. It allows us to perform ana-1286

lytic and numerical calculations on large-scale systems,1287

particularly relevant for biological problems [248–256].1288

Specifically, the findings are: (i) All the possible scenar-1289

ios for water’s anomalies belong to the same framework1290

and differ only for the amount of HB cooperativity [22]1291

(see Sect. 5); (ii) there are two dynamic crossovers of1292

the HB relaxation time for protein hydration water, one1293

corresponding to the HB formation, the other, at much1294

lower T , to its rearrangement due to the HB coopera-1295

tivity [23,74] (see Sect. 8); and (iii) the water diffusion1296

anomaly is explained by the HB cooperative rearrang-1297

ing regions [188] (see Sect. 9).1298

10 Mobility–viscosity decoupling in1299

supercooled water and aqueous solutions1300

The simplest model to describe the translational dif-1301

fusivity of a spherical solute of hydrodynamic radius1302

r in a continuum solvent having bulk viscosity η is the1303

classical hydrodynamic model expressed by the Stokes–1304

Einstein relationship (SER) [257]:1305

Dt =
kBT

Aηr
, (8)1306

where kB is the Boltzmann constant, T is the tempera-1307

ture, and A is a coefficient whose value depends on the1308

boundary conditions for the interaction of the moving1309

particle with the solvent (6π for slip or 4π for stick).1310

The SER gives a good estimation of the diffusion coef-1311

ficient for solutes with sizes much larger than that of1312

the solvent molecules, but it fails when the size of the1313

solute molecule approaches the size of the solvent. It1314

also fails to describe the structural relaxation time of a1315

glass-forming liquid, including water and aqueous solu-1316

tions, when it is cooled below a temperature Tc higher1317

than the glass transition temperature, Tg, (usually for1318

1.18 < Tc/Tg < 1.28) [258], and the magnitude of the1319

decoupling is larger for probes with smaller sizes [259].1320

That temperature is related to the crossover temper-1321

ature where the viscosity changes from power law to1322

Arrhenius or VFT behavior [260], and it is related to1323

the MCT crossover temperature and to the FSC tem-1324

perature described in the previous sections [258]. Below1325

Tc the relation between the diffusion coefficient and the1326

viscosity follows a fractional Stokes–Einstein relation1327

(FSER)1328

D

T
∝

(

1

η

)α

, (9)1329

where α is a temperature-independent decoupling fac-1330

tor (0 ≤ α ≤ 1). The lower is the α, the stronger is the1331

diffusion–viscosity decoupling.1332

In the case of an ionic solute of charge, zi, and1333

radius, ri, the ionic molar electrical conductivity, λi,1334

is related to the solution viscosity through the Walden 1335

law (WaL): 1336

λiη =
z2
i eF

6πri
, (10) 1337

where F is the Faraday’s constant. This relationship 1338

can be obtained from the SER considering the Nernst– 1339

Einstein equation, which links the ionic diffusion coeffi- 1340

cient with the ionic conductivity (valid at infinite dilu- 1341

tion) [261]. Therefore, conductivity–viscosity decou- 1342

pling is also expected in supercooled pure and mixed 1343

ionic melts or aqueous and non-aqueous salt solutions 1344

when the glass transition is approached [262,263] which 1345

can be expressed by the fractional Walden law (FWaL): 1346

λi ∝

(

1

η

)β

(11) 1347

where β is the conductivity decoupling factor (0 ≤ β ≤ 1348

1), which is the conductivity counterpart of the α dif- 1349

fusion decoupling factor. 1350

Several models have been proposed to explain the 1351

breakdown of the SER or WaL, or mobility–viscosity 1352

decoupling, and most of them assume the existence 1353

of dynamical spatial heterogeneities or mesoscopic 1354

domains with different mobility [264–272]. A review 1355

with a detailed description of these models that apply to 1356

glass forming liquids has been recently published [273]. 1357

10.1 Experimental transport properties of pure 1358

water 1359

Supercooled water and aqueous solutions may exhibit a 1360

decoupling behavior different to that of classical liquids. 1361

Before discussing the transport properties of super- 1362

cooled aqueous solutions, it is convenient to review 1363

briefly the information available on the transport prop- 1364

erties of supercooled pure water. 1365

Viscosity data for supercooled water that extends 1366

close to the homogeneous nucleation temperature (Th) 1367

were reported by Hallet [274] and Osipov et al. [275] 1368

down to 249 K and 238 K, respectively. Dehaoui et 1369

al. [276] determined the viscosity of supercooled water 1370

down to 239 K by resorting to the measurement of the 1371

diffusion coefficients of polystyrene mesoparticles with 1372

radius a = 175 ± 3 nm in the fluid, assuming that the 1373

SER holds for such big probes. These are the best avail- 1374

able viscosity results for supercooled water that below 1375

251 K are much lower than those reported by Osipovet 1376

al. [275]. 1377

The translational diffusion coefficient, DT , of water 1378

in the supercooled regime has been measured by Price 1379

et al. [277] down to 238 K by using PGSE NMR. More 1380

recently, Xu et al. [224] extended the temperature range 1381

down to 126 K, deep into the no-man’s land region, by 1382

heating a thin film of amorphous water with short IR 1383

laser pulses that converts the AWS into supercooled 1384

water, which in turns solidifies as crystalline ice at a 1385
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rate that is measured by infrared reflection absorption1386

spectroscopy (IRAS). Finally, the diffusion coefficient1387

was calculated from the ice growth rate by using the1388

Wilson–Frenkel model.1389

The rotational correlation time, τR, of liquid and1390

supercooled water, at temperatures down to 236 K, was1391

determined using 17O and 2H NMR spin relaxation of1392

water-in-oil emulsions [278–280]. Qvist et al. [280] have1393

noted that τR is an integral relaxation time, and the1394

effect of librations can be removed by defining the rota-1395

tional diffusion coefficient DR ≡ S2
V /(6τR), where SV1396

is the librational-order parameter obtained from MD1397

simulations.1398

The three transport coefficients exhibit a super-1399

Arrhenius behavior below ≈ 260 K, and they can be1400

fitted using a power law [276,277,280]:1401

X(T ) = X0

(

T

TS
− 1

)−γ

(12)1402

where X = η, τR, DT , and X0 = η0, τR0, DT0, and γ < 01403

for DT . X0, TS and γ can be interpreted within the1404

framework of idealized mode-coupling theory, this the-1405

ory predicts a stretched exponential decay of the time1406

correlation functions of translational diffusion. A bet-1407

ter fit it was found with a bi-exponential function at1408

all temperatures for rotational correlation functions.1409

Moreover, TS and γ values are rather different for1410

η, τR, and DT , a fact that cannot be explained by1411

mode coupling theory, which predicts universal behav-1412

ior. Qvist et al. [280] also discarded a mixture model1413

of water with strongly bonded (slowly rotating) and1414

weakly bonded (rapidly rotating) molecules to explain1415

the bi-exponential time correlation functions. Accord-1416

ing to Tanaka, the origin of the super-Arrhenius behav-1417

ior of τR would be thermally induced changes in the1418

tetrahedral hydrogen-bond network, related to the pos-1419

sible existence of two types of hydrogen bonding, resem-1420

bling a water two-state model scenario [101].1421

Hestand and Skinner [281] render an alternative anal-1422

ysis of the translational diffusion coefficients measured1423

deep into the no-man’s land using experimental and1424

molecular dynamics simulation with the E3B3 water1425

model. They propose that the high-temperature and1426

low-temperature data obeying the Arrhenius law cor-1427

respond to the diffusion of “pure” HDL (fragile liquid)1428

and LDL (strong liquid), respectively, while the region1429

between these two Arrhenius regimes indicates a contin-1430

uum transition between the two liquid states of super-1431

cooled water. This transition has also been observed1432

for the diffusion coefficient of supercritical TIP4P/20051433

water when crossing the Widom line (WL) [96]. Simi-1434

lar conclusions were obtained by Tanaka and coworkers1435

[282] using the TIP5P and ST2 water models in the1436

framework of the two-state description of the super-1437

cooled water dynamics, see next subsection.1438

10.2 Diffusion–viscosity decoupling in pure water 1439

Harris [283] found slight deviations to the SER at tem- 1440

peratures above 258 K, which can be accounted for 1441

using a decoupling factor δ = 0.94 using the FSER. 1442

In the range 235 K < T < 258 K, the decoupling is 1443

more pronounced, and δ decreases down to 0.67, being 1444

smaller than that observed for glass forming liquids 1445

close to Tg. Dehaoui et al. [276] reanalyzed the SER 1446

using the more reliable viscosity data and found δ ≈ 1 1447

at high temperature and δ ≈ 0.8 at low temperature, 1448

in good agreement with the MD simulations using the 1449

ST2 model [284,285] and the mW model [286]. 1450

Due to the lack of viscosity data below Th, the pos- 1451

sibility of testing the SER in the no-man’s land region 1452

using the diffusion data by Xu et al. [224] is discarded 1453

in bulk water. There have been some attempts of test- 1454

ing the validity of the classical hydrodynamics model 1455

in deeply supercooled water (down to 200 K) confined 1456

in mesoporous silica (MCM-41-S), with pore diameters 1457

in the range 1.4–1.8 nm, by measuring the self-diffusion 1458

and the translational relaxation time using NMR and 1459

QENS spectroscopy, respectively [63]. A crossover from 1460

VFT to Arrhenius behavior was observed at 225 K for 1461

both quantities, while the ratio Dτ/T remains almost 1462

constant down to 250 K and then increases steeply (up 1463

to a factor 40 at 200 K) below the crossover tempera- 1464

ture [63]. 1465

Whether the dynamical behavior of confined super- 1466

cooled water is of relevance for supercooled bulk water 1467

is still an open question [287], mainly because the 1468

dynamical properties of confined supercooled water are 1469

sensitive to finite size effects, since the characteristic 1470

length of the dynamics cannot extend further than the 1471

typical pore size [287]. However, it is worthy to note 1472

that the decoupling factor of the FSER for confined 1473

water is α = 0.74 in the fragile side that switches to 1474

α ≈ 2/3 in the strong side (T < 225 K), in good agree- 1475

ment with the dynamical facilitation predictions [271], 1476

considering that nanoconfined water in pores smaller 1477

than 2 nm behaves as a one-dimensional fluid. It should 1478

be noted that the use of the relaxation time as a proxy 1479

of the shear viscosity, as proposed by Xu et al. [224], 1480

has been criticized due to the evidence that the ratio 1481

τ/η depends of temperature [276,288] 1482

In the framework of the LLCP hypothesis, water 1483

dynamic anomalies are expected when the Widom line 1484

is approached, leading to the breakdown of the SER. 1485

Kumar et al. [289] analyzed this point by molecular 1486

dynamic calculations of the diffusion coefficient and 1487

the α-relaxation times between 0 and 200 MPa, using 1488

TIP5P and ST2 water models. It was observed that 1489

the product Dτα/T is constant for both models at high 1490

temperatures, but increases with decreasing tempera- 1491

ture. Thus, the crossover to a more structured low- 1492

density liquid (LDL) when approaching the Widom 1493

lime at TW (p) appears to be correlated with the break- 1494

down of the SER and with the growth of dynamic het- 1495

erogeneities. 1496

In order to shed some light on the microscopic ori- 1497

gin of the dynamic anomalies, Bagchi and coworkers 1498
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[290] have performed molecular dynamics simulations1499

with the TIP5P water model, focusing on the mech-1500

anism of inter-conversion between 5 and 4 hydrogen-1501

bonded molecules, and the propagation of such events1502

in bulk. The molecular trajectories at low tempera-1503

tures show that large-amplitude rotational jumps prop-1504

agate like strings, following the mechanism proposed by1505

Laage and Hynes [131], with a characteristic propaga-1506

tion length that increases with decreasing temperature.1507

Using this model, the authors observed that the SER1508

is valid at temperatures above 270 K, but large devi-1509

ations occur at temperatures below 260 K where the1510

diffusion–viscosity relation can be described with the1511

FSER with decoupling factor α = 0.5. The origin of1512

the dynamical heterogeneities is attributed to the fact1513

that water molecules visited by defects exhibit a rather1514

large diffusivity, while that of those not visited are neg-1515

ligible.1516

An alternative microscopic view of the diffusion–1517

viscosity decoupling is described by Tanaka and cowork-1518

ers [282] using the two-state model. Figure 12a shows1519

the product of the translational diffusion coefficient and1520

the rotational relaxation time, which is equivalent to1521

the ratio DT /DR, for the TIP5P model. In the fast-1522

water dominant state (T > T+
mix), translational motion1523

couples to rotation, but the activation energy for reori-1524

entation becomes considerably higher than translation1525

in the slow-water dominant state, so the reorientation1526

will slow down much faster than the translation upon1527

cooling, which leads to the breakdown of the Stokes–1528

Einstein–Debye relation (SEDR),1529

DT τR =
2a2

9
, (13)1530

where a is the effective hydrodynamic radius. As1531

observed in Fig. 12a, the fast-water dominant state1532

follows the SEDR, and the decoupling behavior can1533

be perfectly described by the prediction of the two-1534

state model, indicating that the anomalous breakdown1535

is a consequence of the slow-water dominant state upon1536

cooling and not from glassiness.1537

The fact that rotation slows down much more than1538

translation in deeply supercooled water is observed in1539

real water, as shown in Fig. 12b, from the data for rota-1540

tional diffusion [280].1541

10.3 Mobility–viscosity decoupling in aqueous1542

solutions1543

The studies of decoupling in supercooled aqueous solu-1544

tions are much more scarce than in pure supercooled1545

water, in spite of the fact that aqueous solutions are1546

much easily supercooled.1547

The conductivity–viscosity decoupling for ionic solutes1548

in aqueous solutions is present even well above the glass1549

transition temperature of the mixtures [291]. The first1550

experimental report of conductivity–viscosity decou-1551

pling in supercooled aqueous solutions was reported by1552

Moynihan et al. [292] for concentrated aqueous LiCl1553

solutions (0.12 < xLiCl < 0.25), which can be eas- 1554

ily supercooled at moderate cooling rates. A crossover 1555

of the water diffusion dynamics was also observed by 1556

QENS for a supercooled LiCl solution (xLiCl = 0.12) 1557

at ≈ 225 K, suggesting a breakdown of the SER occur- 1558

ring at the same temperature as in supercooled water 1559

[293]. Suzuki and Mishima [294] proposed that hydra- 1560

tion water in supercooled LiCl solutions corresponds to 1561

HDL, which is the dominant phase of liquid water at 1562

pressures above the liquid–liquid transition line. Sim- 1563

ilar findings have been found also in studies regard- 1564

ing the phase diagram of water and NaCl [81,82], and 1565

studies regarding the structure and dynamics of aque- 1566

ous solutions of alkali halides [295,296]. These results, 1567

along with experimental and MD simulation data on 1568

supercooled and NaCl aqueous solutions [297,298], lead 1569

to the conclusion that the effect of the electric field 1570

near the ions will be equivalent to the pressure effect in 1571

promoting the HDL phase of water. This effect is also 1572

known as the electrostrictive effect of ions on water. 1573

By studying the conductivity of NaCl in supercooled 1574

trehalose aqueous solutions, Miller et al. [299] found 1575

that α = 0.64, that is, a decoupling stronger than that 1576

found for smaller polyols as glucose and glycerol. MD 1577

simulations for the diffusion of ions in trehalose–water 1578

mixtures indicate the presence of slower domains, con- 1579

sisting mostly of trehalose, and faster domains that 1580

include the ions and their accompanying hydration 1581

shells [299]. 1582

A systematic study of the conductivity–viscosity 1583

decoupling for electrolytes with different ionic sizes 1584

(LiCl, NaCl, KCl, CsCl, (C4H9)4NBr, (C4H9)4NI, and 1585

fluorescein anion) in supercooled aqueous sucrose and 1586

trehalose solutions indicates that the magnitude of the 1587

deviations to the WaL (Eq. 10) increases, with decreas- 1588

ing ionic size [300,301]. It should be emphasized that 1589

the WaL is deduced considering only the viscous friction 1590

of ions in the solvent, even when the dielectric friction 1591

due to the electrostatic ion–dipole interactions is more 1592

important in the case of small ions [302]. 1593

Figure 13 shows the ratio D/DSE for different solutes 1594

in supercooled aqueous trehalose and sucrose solutions, 1595

as a function of the reduced inverse temperature, Tg/T . 1596

Clearly, for ionic solutes the decoupling increases mono- 1597

tonically, following the behavior observed for the dif- 1598

fusion of water [303], and supporting the MD results 1599

showing that ions would move in water rich domains 1600

with low local viscosity [299]. 1601

Regarding the supercooled non-ionic aqueous solu- 1602

tions, those containing methanol and polyols such as 1603

glycerol, sucrose, and trehalose [303–305] are the most 1604

studied because of their application in the cryopreser- 1605

vation of biomolecules, tissues, and organs. The trans- 1606

lational diffusion of ferrocenemethanol was measured in 1607

aqueous sucrose and trehalose solutions [305], and devi- 1608

ation to SER was observed at Tg/T = 0.75, as shown in 1609

Fig. 13. Thus, the breakdown of the SER for this non- 1610

ionic solute, as occur with the self-diffusion of trehalose 1611

and sucrose in aqueous solutions, exhibits a remarkable 1612

difference with that observed for ionic solutes. 1613
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(a) (b)

Fig. 12 a Breakdown of the Stokes–Einstein–Debye relation in TIP5P water model (points) and two-state model (continu-
ous line) [282]. Dashed line represents the fast water contribution, see Ref. [282]. b Breakdown of the Stokes–Einstein–Debye
relation in real water [280]

Fig. 13 Stokes–Einstein plot for the diffusion of: fer-
rocenemethanol (filled circles), NaCl (filled up-pointing tri-
angles), KCl (empty up-pointing triangles), CsCl (filled
down-pointing triangles), Bu4NBr (bold pluses) in sucrose
aqueous solutions; fluorescein disodium anion (empty cir-
cles), NaCl (empty squares), and Bu4NI (bold times) in
trehalose aqueous solutions. The diffusion of trehalose in
trehalose aqueous solutions (long dash-dotted line), sucrose
in aqueous solutions (dotted line), and water in these disac-
charides aqueous solutions (continuous line) was taken from
Ref. [303]. Reproduced from Ref. [273] with permission from
the Royal Society of Chemistry

The diffusion of water in a methanol aqueous solu-1614

tion (xCH3OH = 0.22) was studied as obtained using1615

NMR by Mallamace et al. [306]. A cross-over tem-1616

perature at 223 K was detected where the diffusion is1617

super-Arrhenius at higher temperature and Arrhenius1618

at lower temperature, suggesting a fragile-to-strong1619

transition at that temperature. For the diffusion of glyc-1620

erol in supercooled aqueous solutions determined by 1H 1621

NMR, Chen et al. [304] concluded that the decoupling 1622

reduced temperature (T/Tg) decreases with increas- 1623

ing water content in the glycerol mass fraction range 1624

w = 0.85 − 1.0. However, this apparent composition 1625

dependence of the decoupling temperature was due to 1626

an erroneous extrapolation of the viscosity of the mix- 1627

tures in the supercooled region, as shown by Corti and 1628

coworkers analyzing the diffusion of ferrocenemethanol 1629

in supercooled glycerol–water mixtures [307]. 1630

Decoupling of the rotational mobility in supercooled 1631

water was reported by Banerjee et al. [308], using elec- 1632

tron spin resonance spectroscopy, and TEMPOL as 1633

a spin probe. The rotational mobility of the probe 1634

exhibits deviations from the SEDR, which increase 1635

sharply for T < 225 K. Two coexisting fractions of 1636

the probe were observed, having different mobility and 1637

fragility. The slower fraction is strong and predomi- 1638

nates at low temperatures, below the fragile-to-strong 1639

dynamic crossover, while the fragile (non-Arrhenius) 1640

behavior predominates at high temperatures. 1641

11 Do amorphous ices turn into deeply 1642

supercooled liquids before they crystallize? 1643

As stated in “Introduction,” assuming a thermody- 1644

namic connection between amorphous water and the 1645

supercooled liquid [3], hyperquenched glassy water 1646

(HGW) [309,310] is the prime example that has the 1647

most straightforward connection to liquid water. Its 1648

preparation procedure involves liquid droplets, which 1649

immediately turn into a glassy, non-crystalline solid 1650

when splat-cooled through impact on a metal plate kept 1651

at cryoconditions (T < 150 K) [311]. Also for high- 1652

density amorphous ice (HDA) prepared by compres- 1653

sion of HGW or through rapid cooling of the pres- 1654

surized liquid, the direct relation between the liquid 1655
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and amorphous solid is evident [312,313]. By contrast,1656

other routes of preparation do not immediately suggest1657

a relation between the amorphous solid and the liq-1658

uid. For instance, liquid water is not encountered when1659

preparing amorphous ices from cubic or hexagonal ice1660

through high-energy irradiation [314–316] or pressure-1661

induced amorphization [7,317]. This statement applies1662

in particular to unrelaxed HDA (uHDA) [7] and to1663

amorphous ices accessed through solid–solid transfor-1664

mations via uHDA, such as low-density (LDA) [8] and1665

very-high-density amorphous ice (VHDA) [318]. Also1666

when preparing amorphous solid water (ASW), liquid1667

water is not involved—ASW is formed by water vapor1668

deposition on a cryogenic metal plate [319].1669

While it is natural to assume that HGW and HDA1670

(produced from liquid water or HGW) revert back to1671

liquid water upon reheating, this is not so straight-1672

forward for ASW, LDA, HDA (produced from crys-1673

talline ice), or VHDA. For HGW, the transition from1674

the glassy solid back to the ultraviscous liquid has been1675

observed at 136 K [320,321], supporting the thermo-1676

dynamic connection between HGW and liquid water.1677

This connection has been inferred on the basis of the1678

calorimetric glass-to-liquid transition, i.e., a step-like1679

increase in heat capacity indicating the unfreezing of1680

relaxational degrees of freedom. The calorimetric traces1681

for HGW and all other amorphous ices mentioned above1682

are summarized in Figure 9 of the 2016 colloquium by1683

Amann-Winkel et al. [13]. Most notably, the traces for1684

HGW, ASW, and LDA are all highly similar, indicating1685

a glass transition onset, i.e., Tg of 136 K. This striking1686

similarity, together with their undistinguishable molec-1687

ular structures [322], has led to the suggestion that also1688

ASW and LDA turn into the same ultraviscous liquid1689

as HGW does above 136 K [323,324]. In any case, upon1690

heating through the glass-to-liquid transition the trans-1691

formation from the immobile, non-ergodic state to the1692

mobile, ergodic state needs to take place. The glass-to-1693

liquid transition is repeatable when performing cool-1694

ing and heating cycles [320,321], i.e., this allows one1695

to switch back and forth between the mobile, viscous1696

liquid and the immobile, rigid solid.1697

The calorimetric trace for HDA is even more inter-1698

esting: It indicates a glass-to-liquid transition with an1699

onset of 116 K [325], i.e., 20 K lower than the Tg of1700

LDA/ASW/HGW. Furthermore, the increase in heat1701

capacity at Tg is roughly four times higher for HDA1702

than for HGW/LDA/ASW [325]. If there is indeed a1703

thermodynamic connection of the amorphous ices with1704

liquid water, the finding of two distinct glass transi-1705

tions strongly suggests the existence of two distinct1706

types of liquid water differing by about 25% in den-1707

sity: high-density liquid (HDL) and low-density liquid1708

water (LDL) [325]. In other words, two distinct liq-1709

uids may exist metastably in the temperature range1710

between 116 and 150 K, i.e., in the stability domain1711

of crystalline ice. If valid, such a scenario would then1712

be direct support for two-liquid theories aiming at1713

explaining the anomalous properties of supercooled liq-1714

uid water, such as the liquid–liquid phase transition1715

hypothesis [16]. The suggestion of the existence of1716

two distinct glass transitions associated with two dis- 1717

tinct liquids is strengthened when inspecting them in 1718

more detail: Tg(HDA) increases with pressure (up to 1719

0.8 GPa), whereas Tg(LDA) decreases, as assessed both 1720

in terms of simulation [326] and experimental work 1721

[327,328]. The latter is based on observations of the 1722

volumetric glass transition [327] and a kinetic analysis 1723

of volumetric changes [328] of samples kept isobarically 1724

at high pressure. 1725

However, the possible connection between amorphous 1726

ices and liquid water has also been contested. Many of 1727

the arguments denying such a connection are summa- 1728

rized by Loerting, Brazhkin, and Morishita in chap- 1729

ter III.E of ref. [329] and by Amann-Winkel et al. in 1730

ref. [13]. In essence, the key arguments suppose that 1731

amorphous ices may entirely or in parts be composed of 1732

distorted nanocrystals [330], show crystal-like phonons 1733

[331,332] and/or that there is no diffusive, translational 1734

motion of water molecules [333]. The latter would imply 1735

that the calorimetric step would not reflect a glass-to- 1736

liquid transformation, but one above which only orien- 1737

tational motions are unlocked. Recent work has indi- 1738

cated diffusive processes above both glass transition 1739

temperatures [334,335]. Furthermore, crystal-like point 1740

defect dynamics could be excluded on the basis of dop- 1741

ing and isotope substitution experiments [336]. In spite 1742

of these findings, the question whether or not above 1743

their glass transition temperatures amorphous ices turn 1744

into ultraviscous liquids is still disputed [337]. This 1745

question is afflicted with added complexity since, not 1746

far above their Tgs, all amorphous ices/ultraviscous 1747

liquids experience irreversible phase transformations. 1748

LDA/LDL at ambient and low pressure shows crys- 1749

tallization to cubic ice (ice Ic), HDA/HDL at ambi- 1750

ent pressure experiences a first-order like polyamor- 1751

phic transition to LDA/LDL and at elevated pressures 1752

HDA/HDL crystallizes to high-pressure ices such as ices 1753

VI, IX, or XII [338–341]. In the pressure range up to 1754

1.6 GPa, the two Tgs are found between 110 and 160 1755

K [342], and the crystallization temperature Tx varies 1756

from 140 to 185 K [339]. At ambient pressure, HDA 1757

experiences the onset to the polyamorphic transition to 1758

LDA at Tpoly = 132 K or lower [343]. This leaves us 1759

with a window of about 16 K between Tg and Tpoly, 1760

in which the ultraviscous HDL phase can be studied at 1761

ambient pressure. Also, under high-pressure conditions 1762

the window for the study of HDL is narrow, if it exists 1763

at all [340]. Tx for LDA depends on how meticulously 1764

ice seeds have been avoided in the preparation: For sam- 1765

ples significantly contaminated with ice I, Tx is 135 K 1766

or below, but Tx can be up to 150 K for fully amor- 1767

phous samples [344]. At 140 K, a difference in nucle- 1768

ation/crystal growth rates of 18 (!) orders of magnitude 1769

[135] can be seen between the thin ASW films prepared 1770

by Jenniskens and Blake [345] and the HGW samples 1771

prepared by Hage et al. [346]. This leaves a window of 1772

no more than 14 K between Tg and Tx for the study 1773

of ultraviscous LDL at ambient pressure for the HGW 1774

samples, but entirely closes the window for thin ASW 1775

films. 1776
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Taken together, the non-crystalline states show a1777

very rich behavior in the window just above Tg involv-1778

ing competition between relaxations toward metastable1779

equilibrium and transformations to more stable phases,1780

which by themselves may be either metastable as well1781

(such as ice Ic, ice XII or LDA/LDL) or thermody-1782

namically stable (such as ice VI). For this very rea-1783

son, it is highly important to study the tiny window1784

between Tg and Tx in detail—a research area that has1785

largely been neglected in the literature, with only a1786

handful of pertinent studies. In fact, this window may1787

hold the key to solve important pieces of the riddle con-1788

cerning water’s anomalous nature. For instance, based1789

on decompression experiments, Winkel et al. suggest1790

that “the sudden macroscopic phase separation at 0.071791

GPa and 140 K represents the observation of a first-1792

order transition between an ultraviscous high-density1793

bulk liquid (HDL) and an ultraviscous low-density bulk1794

liquid (LDL)” [347]—making the case for a first-order1795

liquid–liquid phase transition at the origin of water’s1796

anomalous properties such as the density maximum,1797

heat capacity minimum, and isothermal compressibil-1798

ity minimum [6].1799

A crucial, still largely lacking experiment that would1800

be needed to make a compelling case for liquid phases1801

in this window is (i) the repeatability when observing1802

the glass transition in subsequent heating scans and1803

(ii) its reversibility in cooling scans. Both items are1804

hard to test in experiments on amorphous ices just1805

because the window is so narrow before crystallization1806

interferes. There are some notable exceptions in this1807

regard: Seidl et al. have shown repeatability of the vol-1808

umetric glass transition in up to six subsequent heating1809

scans [327], and Mayer and co-workers have also investi-1810

gated the repeatability of the calorimetric glass transi-1811

tion [324,348,349]. This situation represents an exper-1812

imental challenge and leads us to raise the following1813

key questions: “For how long can the ultraviscous liq-1814

uids be kept above Tg before they crystallize? Is it long1815

enough to fully equilibrate the liquid and develop ergod-1816

icity before crystallization interferes?”. An affirmative1817

answer to the latter question necessitates that activa-1818

tion barriers against crystallization are sufficiently high,1819

i.e., thermal fluctuations at 110–160 K rather promote1820

the formation of ultraviscous liquids than crystallites.1821

Unfortunately, amorphous ice research has so far1822

paid barely any attention to compare structural relax-1823

ation times with crystallization times. One of the stud-1824

ies addressing this question directly is the dielectric1825

relaxation work by Lemke et al. [350]. In this work,1826

the structural relaxation times are extracted through1827

frequency-dependent dielectric loss measurements as1828

a function of temperature. The crystallization times1829

of LDA (as well as the polyamorphic transformation1830

times of HDA) were determined through time-evolution1831

experiments at several temperatures above and near1832

Tg by monitoring the dielectric loss at specific fre-1833

quencies. Some of the experimental results collected in1834

[350] are summarized in Fig. 14. The dielectric relax-1835

ation times decrease with increasing temperature and1836

reach 100 s at about 110 K for HDA (blue triangles) and1837

125 K for LDA (red diamonds). This defines the dielec- 1838

tric glass transition temperatures, which are somewhat 1839

lower than the calorimetric ones because of the much 1840

lower heating rates involved in the dielectric experi- 1841

ments (1 K/h vs. 10 K/min). The polyamorphic trans- 1842

formation HDA→LDA is observed near 125 K and the 1843

crystallization LDA→ice Ic near 150 K. This results in 1844

a window of about 15 K and 25 K for the study of HDL 1845

and LDL, respectively. Within this window, the dielec- 1846

tric relaxation times drop to slightly below 1 s. At the 1847

same time, the polyamorphic transformation times drop 1848

from about 106 to 104 s in this window (blue circles 1849

for HDL→LDL), and also, the crystallization times of 1850

LDL are > 104 s up to 145 K (red squares). The ratio 1851

between polyamorphic transformation times and HDL 1852

relaxation times is > 104 at 125 K (green circles), i.e., 1853

15 K above Tg(HDL). In other words, more than 10.000 1854

dielectric relaxation times are available for equilibration 1855

prior to the 25% density change associated with the 1856

polyamorphic transition. Similarly, the ratio between 1857

crystallization and LDL relaxation times is > 104 at 1858

145 K (green squares), 20 K above Tg(LDL). Again, 1859

also for equilibration of LDL there are ample dielec- 1860

tric relaxation times available in the window above its 1861

Tg. 1862

The situation is similar for HDL also at ambient and 1863

high-pressure conditions, where it is of utmost impor- 1864

tance to properly anneal the HDA samples to increase 1865

their thermal stability. This finding has been brought 1866

to the attention of the community first by Nelmes et al. 1867

[351] and Winkel et al. [347]: A proper annealing pro- 1868

cedure shifts the polyamorphic transition up by 20 K 1869

at ambient pressure, a prerequisite that is required to 1870

allow for the observation of the HDA glass transition 1871

[325]. Also the crystallization temperatures Tx at high 1872

pressure are shifted upward significantly by annealing 1873

of HDA, extending the window in which HDL can be 1874

studied and thus shrinking the no-man’s land, in which 1875

only crystalline ices can be observed [352]. Stern et al. 1876

have demonstrated that high annealing temperatures 1877

and pressures are beneficial in this respect, allowing for 1878

the preparation of the thermally most stable amorphous 1879

ices HDA and VHDA [338–340,352]. The microscopic 1880

picture behind these findings involves the complete 1881

amorphization and elimination of nanocrystalline rem- 1882

nants of ice I that act as crystallization seeds through 1883

high-pressure annealing [352–354]. Samples obtained 1884

after proper annealing have been employed for neutron 1885

scattering [355] and 2H-NMR measurements [356,357] 1886

addressing the relaxation dynamics in HDA. The relax- 1887

ation times and thermal stabilities found in these exper- 1888

iments agree well with the data in Fig. 14. Stern, Seidl- 1889

Nigsch, and Loerting have demonstrated that in the 1890

pressure range up to 0.3 GPa, the state accessed in 1891

the narrow window above Tg is independent of prepa- 1892

ration history. As a consequence Tx, no longer depends 1893

on the thermodynamic path—as expected for a liquid 1894

after equilibration [340]. Also, the X-ray diffractograms 1895

and calorimetry scans of HDA that are recorded after 1896

annealing this amorphous ice at 0.2 GPa are barely any 1897

different, no matter whether VHDA or uHDA is used as 1898
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starting point in the thermodynamic path to prepare it1899

[347]. An analysis in terms of timescale ratios similar to1900

the one in Fig. 14 for annealed HDA at high-pressure1901

conditions is still missing in the literature. Crystal-1902

lization rates under pressure have been estimated for1903

annealed HDA by Stern et al. at 0.1–1.9 GPa [340]1904

and for unannealed HDA by Handle et al. at 0.1–1.11905

GPa [328,343,358]. A direct comparison between relax-1906

ation times and crystallization times has so far only1907

been made for uHDA at 0.1 GPa and 0.2 GPa at 125 K,1908

130 K and 135 K [343]. These results show that the ratio1909

of crystallization and structural relaxation times is very1910

close to 1 for uHDA. As compared to uHDA, annealed1911

HDA shows orders of magnitude lower crystallization1912

rates, which implies that above Tg the timescale ratio1913

will be somewhere between 103 and 106 at 0.1–0.2 GPa.1914

Albeit not measured systematically and quantitatively,1915

this appears to be quite similar to the situation depicted1916

in Fig. 14, i.e., HDL has thousands of relaxation times1917

at its disposal before it crystallizes at 0.1–0.2 GPa.1918

At higher pressures, the situation is different: Tx1919

becomes path-dependent [340]. This is because Tx(HDA)1920

increases less with pressure than Tg(HDA), i.e., the1921

window in which ultraviscous water may be observed1922

closes at 0.3 GPa, with Tg > Tx between 0.3 and1923

0.8 GPa. In this pressure range, the amorphous solid1924

experiences a solid–solid transformation to ice poly-1925

morphs. Above 0.8 GPa, there is a dynamics anomaly,1926

where Tg suddenly drops from 165 K for HDA to 120 K1927

for VHDA [328]. The observation of path dependence1928

for Tx of VHDA, the most stable amorphous ice form1929

above 0.8 GPa, implies that it never turns into a liq-1930

uid upon heating. That is, while the glass transition1931

for HDA could be a glass-to-liquid transition, the glass1932

transition for VHDA is probably a glass-to-glass tran-1933

sition. The very large window between Tg and Tx of1934

about 50–70 K for VHDA at 0.8–1.9 GPa is not occu-1935

pied by an ultraviscous liquid, but presumably by an1936

amorphous ice that only shows rotational degrees of1937

freedom [340]. This conjecture supersedes the earlier1938

suggestion by Handle and Loerting that VHDA may1939

also turn into a liquid above 0.8 GPa [328]. The dynamic1940

anomaly discovered in Ref. [328] can then be interpreted1941

as a crossover from translational motion to rotational1942

motion of H2O molecules above Tg. In other words,1943

while there are three distinct amorphous ices, here we1944

suggest that there are only two distinct supercooled liq-1945

uids, which can be observed and studied at pressures up1946

to 0.3 GPa. That is, the sudden transition from high-1947

to low-density amorphous ice upon decompression at1948

0.07 GPa and 140 K which involves the propagation of1949

a sharp interface between the two [347] can indeed be1950

understood as the first experimental observation of a1951

first-order liquid–liquid transition in bulk water. It still1952

remains open how this transition develops at higher1953

temperatures and whether or not a liquid–liquid critical1954

point is involved. This question cannot be answered in1955

bulk water experiments on timescales between seconds1956

and days, but requires experiments (and simulations)1957

on the nano- or microsecond, where both the heating1958

Fig. 14 Arrhenius plot of timescales τtrans that are
required for the crystallization of LDA (red squares at 140–
150K in dashed box) and for the polyamorphic HDA→LDA
transformation (blue circles at 115–125K in dashed box)
together with timescales of dielectric relaxation τ for
LDA/LDL (red diamonds) and HDA/HDL (blue trian-
gles). Filled symbols correspond to time constants obtained
directly from the position of the susceptibility maxima; open
symbols are obtained via frequency–temperature superposi-
tion, see also Refs. [325,350,359] for spectral data and more
details. The ratio of timescales τtrans/τ is given as green
symbols for HDA (squares with centre dot) and for LDA
(circles with centre dot). All measurements were done at
ambient pressure. Figure adapted from Ref. [350]

process and the probing of the sample take place in this 1959

ultrafast manner. Yet, at the same time the technique 1960

needs to be slow enough to ensure thermal equilibration 1961

of the sample [3]. 1962

Here, the most promising study up to now is the work 1963

by Kim et al. [26]. In essence, they used a femtosecond 1964

laser for ultrafast heating of HDA immediately followed 1965

by x-ray laser pulses to probe radial density functions. 1966

They found evidence for a transition at 200 K, which 1967

is separated from crystallization. This could be indica- 1968

tive of a crossing of the Widom line or a liquid–liquid 1969

transition. 1970

12 Simulations of amorphous ice 1971

Simulation studies on water were reviewed in detail by 1972

Loerting and Giovambattista in 2006 [360] and Giovam- 1973

battista et al. in 2013 [361]. 1974

There is continuing interest to understand the behav- 1975

ior of amorphous ice in the context of the potential 1976

energy landscape (PEL) [125]. The PEL is a high- 1977

dimensional surface describing the potential energy of 1978

the system as a function of the coordinates of its N 1979

constituent molecules. Despite its complexity, the prop- 1980

erties of the PEL have been used successfully to eluci- 1981

date the nature of many glass-forming liquids, including 1982

water; see Ref. [222] for a recent example. 1983
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In simulations of amorphous ice, the system explores1984

a wide range of the PEL as it transforms from LDA1985

ice to HDA ice and back again. Giovambattista and1986

coworkers have recently focused on the case of ST21987

water, in which the LLPT of the equilibrium liquid1988

is well characterized [362], and in which the glass is1989

known to undergo a dramatic LDA-to-HDA transition1990

upon compression. In Ref. [363], distinct “megabasins”1991

in the PEL are found for LDA and HDA ice, and the1992

transformations between the amorphous ices are shown1993

to display all the thermodynamic features of a first-1994

order transition between out-of-equilibrium phases cor-1995

responding to these two megabasins. Similar results1996

were found using TIP4P/2005 [364]. Reference [365]1997

extends the PEL approach by considering many dif-1998

ferent samples of both LDA and HDA ice prepared by1999

widely different means. As expected for a glass, dif-2000

ferences in preparation history significantly influence2001

the form of the LDA–HDA transformation. However,2002

Ref. [365] shows that these differences are clearly cor-2003

related with the initial depth of the sample in its PEL2004

megabasin. Finally, Ref. [366] shows that the usual ther-2005

modynamic state variables (e.g., N , V , and T ) can be2006

augmented by a small number of additional quanti-2007

ties calculated from the PEL to produce a set of vari-2008

ables sufficient for predicting how a given sample of2009

glassy water will respond, e.g., to compression or heat-2010

ing, regardless of how that sample was prepared. That2011

is, at least in the case of ST2 water, the glass can2012

be successfully described by state variables, just like2013

in an equilibrium system. In sum, these works show2014

that despite the complexity of behavior observed for the2015

amorphous ices, this complexity can be rationalized in2016

quasi-thermodynamic terms, suggesting that the out-2017

of-equilibrium glass is strongly influenced by the same2018

physics that is responsible for the occurrence of a LLPT2019

in the equilibrium free energy surface.2020

Of course, one must be careful when comparing2021

results from simulations and experiments on glasses,2022

because the timescales on which glasses are prepared2023

in simulations are normally many orders of magnitude2024

shorter than in experiments. Nonetheless, results such2025

as those in Ref. [365] show that even instantaneously2026

quenched simulated glasses exhibit the qualitative fea-2027

tures of the LDA–HDA transformation, suggesting that2028

some of the behavior of the amorphous ices is insensi-2029

tive to the quench rate.2030

13 Polyamorphism, liquid–liquid transition,2031

and nano-segregation in salty aqueous2032

solutions2033

In salt solutions, no-man’s land impenetrability can be2034

circumvented and thermodynamical structural proper-2035

ties of deeply supercooled water can be studied for tem-2036

peratures and pressures that are not accessible for pure2037

water due to ice nucleation. This “trick” has, however,2038

its own drawbacks.2039

At one extreme, very high salt concentration, most 2040

of the water molecules belong to the ion’s hydration 2041

shell, and this results in the partial destruction of the 2042

topological elements found in bulk water [367–372]: the 2043

solute presence hinders the formation of the open tetra- 2044

hedral network of hydrogen bonds, and prevents ice for- 2045

mation and growth, at least on a macroscopic scale. As 2046

a consequence, for most ionic solutes there exist defi- 2047

nite proportions between water molecules and salt con- 2048

tent (R = moles of water/moles of salt), close to the 2049

eutectic composition, for which the solution behaves as 2050

a good glass former, but it does no more retain water 2051

anomalies [373,374]. The structure of water in the vit- 2052

rified solid solutions has been shown to be similar to 2053

that of the high density ice amorphous phases (eHDA, 2054

uHDA) [370–372], as the electrostrictive effect of the 2055

salt is roughly similar to that of an applied external 2056

pressure [295,375]. 2057

At the other extreme, salt solvation at dilute con- 2058

centrations does not dramatically disturb water prop- 2059

erties, but as dilution is increased the system behaves 2060

as a bad glass former, like water, and by entering the 2061

no-man’s land the system desalts and freezes into cubic 2062

ice, unless hyper-fast cooling (> 106 K/s) is employed 2063

to force the system to freeze in a low-density amorphous 2064

state (LDA) [376–378]. Hyperquenched dilute solutions 2065

have indeed been shown to be structurally very simi- 2066

lar to pure LDA [376]. However, Suzuki and Mishima 2067

suggested the presence of pure LDA domains and a dis- 2068

torted, high-density-like water network in the vicinity 2069

of the ions [78]. In any case, the problem of the exis- 2070

tence on an inaccessible region of the phase diagram is 2071

not solved, even if it is observed that the ice nucleation 2072

rate is much slower in these solutions [376–378]. 2073

In the last ten years, several structural and dynamical 2074

studies on LiCl·RH2O, LiBr·RH2O, and NaCl·RH2O 2075

solutions were performed, employing X-ray diffraction, 2076

neutron diffraction with isotopic substitution and small 2077

angle scattering under high pressure, transient grat- 2078

ing light scattering, and using different methods of 2079

amorphization, including hyperquenching [376], and 2080

pressure-induced amorphization [370,371,377,378], to 2081

force the solutions in an amorphous, either LDA or 2082

HDA, state. 2083

The main conclusions derived are resumed in Fig. 15. 2084

At very high dilutions (R = 40), LiCl aqueous solu- 2085

tions show the same trends as pure water upon lowering 2086

the temperature, but the radial distribution functions 2087

of the water molecules are, as observed for other salt 2088

solutions, distorted with respect to those of the neat sol- 2089

vent. In the liquid at ambient conditions, ions solvation 2090

induces a shrinkage of the second neighbor’s shell with 2091

consequent loss of tetrahedrality. The hyperquenched 2092

glassy phase (HGW) can be associated with the pure 2093

LDA state of water, despite the presence of salt, instead. 2094

Indeed, on lowering the temperature through the super- 2095

cooled phase to the HGW one, the H bonds recover 2096

linearity and the network tetrahedrality increases. The 2097

structure of the salty HGW is thus similar to that of 2098

pure HGW, although all the peaks of the radial distri- 2099

bution functions are broader, suggesting that the dis- 2100
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tortions induced by the salt on the structure of water2101

persist in this state and determine a variety of different2102

local configurations within the H-bond network [376].2103

Moreover, the number of neighboring water molecules2104

decreases upon cooling as in the HGW phase, thus con-2105

firming that this amorphous form of the solution can be2106

associated with the LDA polymorph of water. Changes2107

of the hydration shell of the ions are little [376], and2108

there is also little or no evidence for phase separation2109

in the hyperquenched glass of this work. Indeed, the2110

number of direct or water separated ion contacts does2111

not show a statistically relevant increase in the HGW2112

phase.2113

The study of LiCl (Br) RH2O and NaCl RH2O solu-2114

tions in a broad concentration range (3 < R < 20)2115

shows that two regimes can be clearly distinguished2116

with a rather sharp change close to the eutectic con-2117

centration, R = 6 and R = 10.5, respectively [371,376–2118

379]. Eutectic solutions are good glass formers and pro-2119

duce homogeneous samples at standard cooling rates2120

(10 K/s) with an average microscopic structure resem-2121

bling that of pure, equilibrated eHDA. The glass is sta-2122

ble upon temperature annealing at ambient pressure,2123

and no crystallization is observed when crossing the2124

glass transition temperature (Fig. 15). When annealed2125

under high pressure, the salty eHDA sample transforms2126

to a higher density phase, named salty VHDA, which2127

mimics the equivalent observation in pure water. The2128

transition has been ascribed to a change in local coor-2129

dination around the Li ion. This transition has been2130

shown to be reversible, and coexistence of the two states2131

has been observed when annealing the recovered salty2132

VHDA state at ambient pressure. However, neutron2133

diffraction and small-angle neutron scattering experi-2134

ments show that the corresponding undercooled liquid2135

shows no hints of such transition [372].2136

For 6 <R< 8, glass-forming LiCl and LiBr solutions2137

produce nanophase segregation between a most likely2138

pure water phase and an undercooled liquid with R≈ 6,2139

the characteristic dimensions of the phase segregation2140

being of about 3 nm [372,380–382]. These water clus-2141

ters are small enough to avoid crystallization of ice2142

under further cooling, but LDA patches are formed and2143

embedded into a mother glassy salt solution. When2144

annealed at ambient pressure these nano-segregated2145

patches of LDA transform into cubic ice at about 150 K2146

(Fig. 15), while the glassy matrix undergoes a glass-2147

to-liquid transition (at about 140 K) and subsequently2148

recrystallizes into ice Ih and the LiCl hydrates at about2149

180 K.2150

For R> 8, LiCl solutions can be amorphized in a2151

homogeneous sample only by fast quenching techniques.2152

However, under annealing at ambient pressure, the sam-2153

ples quickly separate (at about 150 K) into pure ice2154

and some LiCl hydrate (Fig. 15). If standard quench-2155

ing rates are used the sample segregates, upon cooling,2156

into a glassy concentrated LiCl solution of R = 6 and2157

a water rich phase, freezing to hexagonal ice. These2158

samples experience pressure-induced amorphization to2159

HDA at P > 1 GPa. The densification of the sample2160

under pressure is mainly due to the Ih to HDA transi- 2161

tion. 2162

However, pressure-induced amorphization in these 2163

samples can be used to force the sample in a HDA 2164

state in the presence of salt and opens the perspective 2165

of studying the HDA to LDA transition upon increasing 2166

the dilution. 2167

We refer the interested reader to Ref. [383] for further 2168

prospects of the topic as well as an even more detailed 2169

review of the existing studies in both experiments and 2170

simulations. 2171

14 Glassy dynamics at grain boundaries in 2172

ice 2173

The study of mechanical deformation processes at grain 2174

boundaries (GB) in ice is very important, as stated in 2175

“Introduction,” and computer simulations offer a priv- 2176

ileged point of view as far as structural changes occur- 2177

ring during pre-melting are observed [384]. 2178

Recently, the pre-melting phenomena in pristine 2179

coincident-site-lattice GBs in ice Ih were investigated 2180

for temperatures just below the melting point [385]. 2181

In particular, two boundaries relevant in ice, namely 2182

the Σ35 and Σ14 symmetric tilt GBs, which have 2183

been observed experimentally [386–389], were stud- 2184

ied. Density-functional-theory (DFT)-based ab initio 2185

molecular dynamics (AIMD) simulations were per- 2186

formed on a 156-molecule cell based on the PBE func- 2187

tional [390]. Figure 16 depicts the relaxed initial con- 2188

figuration, the final configuration after 100ps, and indi- 2189

vidual displacement magnitude as a function of time 2190

for a water molecule that belongs to the bulk region 2191

(black), and another that is part of the GB region 2192

(blue). As expected, the displacements are very small in 2193

the bulk region, featuring only vibrational motion. For 2194

the molecules in the GB, however, the displacements 2195

are substantially larger. Moreover, these displacements 2196

are not homogeneous, in that some molecules move sub- 2197

stantially while others do not, and they are not smooth 2198

functions of time, but instead discrete sequences of fast 2199

jumps separated by relatively long-lived noisy plateaus. 2200

These two properties are hallmark signatures of glassy 2201

dynamics. 2202

Since AIMD simulations are very limited in terms 2203

of size and simulation time, classical molecular dynam- 2204

ics (MD) simulations were also performed on a 10800- 2205

molecule cell based on the TIP4P/Ice model [391] at a 2206

temperature 5 K below the model’s melting tempera- 2207

ture. By looking at individual trajectories, the nature 2208

of the molecular mobility is very similar compared to 2209

the AIMD results, displaying jump-like, heterogeneous 2210

displacements in the GB region. Figure 17 shows the 2211

mean square displacement (MSD) of water molecules 2212

at the GB region compared to the bulk supercooled 2213

liquid at the same temperature. The GB translational 2214

diffusion is found to be subdiffusive, i.e., of the form 2215

∼ tγ , [392,393] on the timescales of ∼ 10 ns up to at 2216
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Fig. 15 Summary of the structural transformations undergone by LiCl·RD2O solutions by annealing the three represen-
tative R = 40, R = 8 and R = 6 amorphized samples (by hyperquenching techniques at R = 40, fast cooling (102 K/s) for
R = 8, or simple cooling at R = 6)

(a) (b)

(c)

Fig. 16 AIMD snapshots of oxygen positions in the Σ35
symmetric tilt boundary for the a initial, and b final states,
with the blue arrows indicating the displacement magnitude
relative to the initial state. c The displacement as a func-
tion of time for oxygen marked blue and black in a and b.
Reproduced from Ref. [385] with permission from the PCCP
Owner Societies

Fig. 17 MSD as a function of time of the GB molecules
(green) for the Σ35 case and for the bulk supercooled
TIP4P/Ice liquid at the same temperature (purple). Repro-
duced from Ref. [385] with permission from the PCCP
Owner Societies
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(a) (b)

Fig. 18 (a) WTD as a function of the waiting time τ and
(b) JLD as a function of the jump length L, for the GB
molecules in the Σ35 case. Reproduced from Ref. [385] with
permission from the PCCP Owner Societies

least 0.1 µs with an exponent γ = 0.75 ± 0.01 for the2217

Σ35 case. The bulk supercooled liquid at the same tem-2218

perature, on the other hand, diffuses normally on these2219

time scales, suggesting that the anomalous diffusion is2220

an effect due to the confinement of the pre-melt layer2221

by the surrounding crystalline grains.2222

The jump-like motion of the type shown in Fig. 162223

can be modeled in terms of the continuous-time random-2224

walk framework which are characterized by waiting-2225

time (WTD) and jump-length (JLD) distributions and2226

can model anomalous diffusion processes [392–396].2227

Using the results from the classical MD simulations, the2228

walkers were identified with the positions of the oxygen2229

atoms in the MD simulations and the corresponding2230

WTD and JLD was determined. Figure 18 displays the2231

resulting WTD and JLD. Whereas the latter decays2232

exponentially with large L, the former decays accord-2233

ing to a power law for long waiting times τ . Specifically,2234

the asymptotic behavior of the WTD for the Σ35 GB is2235

φ(τ) ∼ τ−1−γ which gives rise to a MSD ∼ tγ [392]. The2236

continuous-time random-walk analysis gives an expo-2237

nent γ = 0.81±0.01 for Σ35, which agrees well with the2238

direct MD MSD results. This implies that the observed2239

subdiffusive behavior is a result of intermittent molec-2240

ular motion seen in both AIMD and MD simulations.2241

The heavy-tailed character of the WTDs is very similar2242

to that observed for the dynamics for both fragile and2243

strong glass formers [397,398], indicating the similarity2244

between the molecular motion in GBs in ice and that2245

seen in glassy systems.2246

15 Conclusions and Perspectives2247

Here, we reviewed recent progress in the field of super-2248

cooled water. In recent years, advances in experimental2249

and computational techniques and apparatus have per-2250

mitted the unraveling of many characteristics of this 2251

fascinating and important liquid. In the meantime, a 2252

picture of a liquid emerges with many important fea- 2253

tures yet to be understood or discovered. 2254

Regarding the possible extension of the work with 2255

the V4 index, one possibility would be to apply it to 2256

glassy relaxation events in the supercooled state. We 2257

note that, differently from other order parameters, this 2258

index finds that the D, distorted molecules or defects, 2259

are in strong minority within this regime [399] and, 2260

thus, their fraction is similar to the fraction of mobile 2261

molecules. Another interesting possibility for this indi- 2262

cator stems from its energetic rather than structural 2263

origin, since in principle it could be applied to non-bulk 2264

or nanoconfined environments if properly adapted. 2265

Studies of supercooled nanodroplets present both 2266

challenges and opportunities. Precise experimental con- 2267

trol and measurement of the size of such droplets 2268

remain difficult, but progress in this area will provide 2269

a way to study water samples that are supercooled, 2270

under pressure, and resistant to crystallization. These 2271

are all key ingredients for accessing the conditions of the 2272

LLPT. Water nanodroplets containing solute molecules 2273

are also of interest, since the physics of the LLPT may 2274

influence the location of the solute in the droplet, as 2275

recently shown in the simulation study of Ref. [400]. 2276

This result suggests that the location of a solute within 2277

the nanodroplet could be used as a probe to infer infor- 2278

mation about the density profile of the droplet and, for 2279

example, reveal the conditions where a LDL-like region 2280

appears in the core of the droplet as T decreases. 2281

We discussed the relevance of many-body HB inter- 2282

actions and their cooperativity in water. We briefly 2283

reviewed different approaches to include the coopera- 2284

tivity effects in water models, and we discussed how 2285

tunable cooperative parameters give insight into the 2286

relation among the different scenarios for supercooled 2287

water. In particular, the FS Hamiltonian model recovers 2288

all the scenarios by increasing the cooperativity, from 2289

zero for the SF scenario, to finite for the LLCP hypoth- 2290

esis, to large for the CPF and the SLC scenarios. How- 2291

ever, many open questions remain in this respect. For 2292

example, it is still not clear whether the charge transfer 2293

or the polarization is the leading source of HB coopera- 2294

tivity [169,401], how the HB cooperativity changes with 2295

the local geometry [402,403], near interfaces [404], or in 2296

ionic aqueous solutions [405]. Also, experimentally it is 2297

unsettled how to quantify the HB cooperativity in bulk 2298

water, extending the techniques adopted for small water 2299

clusters, e.g., infrared spectroscopic study [152,157]. 2300

This uncertainty has as a consequence a variety of 2301

approaches to model water and its cooperativity, often 2302

with a tradeoff between accuracy and computational 2303

cost. They differ about, e. g., the order up to which 2304

many-body interactions are included, or how these 2305

interactions change with T and P . Quantum ab ini- 2306

tio calculations debate these questions, but are limited, 2307

mainly, in water clusters size [162,401,406]. 2308

As a consequence, the quest for a water model that 2309

could include proper many-body interactions in an 2310

effective way for large-scale simulations is still open. 2311
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For example, common coarse-grained models for bio-2312

logical simulations have been developed in the attempt2313

to include at least some effects related to water, e.g.,2314

in MARTINI [407] or SIRAH [408] force fields. How-2315

ever, the adopted coarse graining scale, at four water2316

molecules, does not allow them to include the cooper-2317

ativity of the HBs, leaving unanswered the question of2318

how can we account for them in biological modeling.2319

An alternative approach, based on the FS water model,2320

has been applied with interesting results to several2321

large-scale studies with biological motivation [74,248–2322

251,253–256,409].2323

In the supercooled regime structure, thermodynamics2324

and dynamics are closely connected in ways that can2325

help us to understand the influence that water exerts2326

on other compounds when it is in solution or confined2327

[1]. Close to the LLCP water shows a fragile-to-strong2328

crossover that it is connected to the Widom line. The2329

presence of this crossover can help to signal the presence2330

of a LLCP also in confinement or in solutions [46,47,2331

57,81,410]. In this respect, of particular importance is2332

water in biosolutions, where the change of status from a2333

HDL to a LDL upon cooling can exert a strong influence2334

on biological functions [71,411]. For example, the switch2335

to activated processes, and therefore a major change in2336

relaxation mechanisms connected to a change in the2337

structure, can influence the distribution of solutes close2338

to large biomolecules.2339

We discussed the dynamic crossovers in HB relax-2340

ation as a function of P in hydration water. QENS2341

experiments on hydrated proteins [184] verify the pre-2342

dictions of the FS model about the P -dependence of2343

isochronism, activation energy, and crossover temper-2344

ature of the HB correlation at the crossover, but are2345

unable to discriminate between the LLCP and SF sce-2346

narios. Indeed, the FS model predicts that the fragility2347

index at the crossover should increase with increasing2348

P for the LLCP, or remain constant for the SF sce-2349

nario. Hence, reducing the error bars of such exper-2350

iments could finally help us in solving the puzzle of2351

which scenario is valid, at least, for hydration water.2352

Furthermore, we discussed the three characteristic2353

temperature dependencies that are clearly observed in2354

the proton relaxation time of protein hydration water2355

by dielectric spectroscopy indicating a fragile-to-fragile2356

crossover at ∼ 252 K and a fragile-to-strong crossover2357

at ∼ 181 K. These crossovers can be rationalized within2358

the FS model. The one at high-T is the result of a2359

diffusive-to-subdiffusive transition for the water pro-2360

tons. The low-T crossover corresponds to the coopera-2361

tive rearrangement of the HBs [74]. In hydration water,2362

the low-T crossover occurs at the Widom line [190].2363

However, it is still unclear how this result relates to the2364

bulk water, where simulations with atomistic models2365

only find one dynamic crossover [1].2366

Two dynamic crossovers are observed also in the self-2367

diffusion coefficient in nanofilms of supercooled water2368

on top of ice, extracted from measurements of the2369

growth rate of crystalline ice by laser-heating technique,2370

at ∼ 233 K and ∼ 180 K [224]. It is quite intriguing2371

that these temperatures are close to those of the two2372

crossovers observed in Ref. [74]. Nevertheless, in Ref. 2373

[224] the high-T crossover is interpreted as fragile-to- 2374

strong and the low-T crossover as “strong-to-stronger.” 2375

Hence, it is still not clear whether the results of the two 2376

experiments, both for hydration water, are related. 2377

We analyzed the water diffusion anomaly, known 2378

from experiments and numerical models, both in bulk 2379

and in confinement [237]. We showed that for nanocon- 2380

fined water, it can be explained within the framework 2381

of the FS model as a consequence of the formation of 2382

HB cooperative rearranging regions (CRR) of 1 nm 2383

size [189]. When P increases, HBs in the CRR break 2384

reducing the energy cost for molecular diffusion, while 2385

the free volume increases compensating the compres- 2386

sion and facilitating the diffusion. This analysis sug- 2387

gests that sub-nm confinement breaks the CRR mak- 2388

ing water diffusion under extreme confinement faster 2389

than expected. Nevertheless, a detailed checking of this 2390

interpretation in atomistic simulations is still missed. 2391

Furthermore, it is matter of debate how sub-nm fast dif- 2392

fusion depends on the details of the numerical approach 2393

or the HB properties [238–240]. Finally, it is an open 2394

question to understand how relevant is this cooperative 2395

mechanism in bulk water diffusion. 2396

The decoupling of the viscosity from the transla- 2397

tional and rotational diffusion of pure water has been 2398

explained in terms of models of dynamics hetero- 2399

geneities and, alternatively, by resorting to the water 2400

two-state model. For ionic aqueous solutions containing 2401

polyols, the decoupling of the ion mobility is associated 2402

with that of pure water, supporting the idea that ions 2403

move in water-rich domains. 2404

In terms of amorphous ices, there has been a debate 2405

of at least 40 years whether or not the amorphous ices 2406

turn into ultraviscous liquids upon heating. Some of 2407

the key issues that have hampered a clear answer to 2408

the question are (i) many groups prepare amorphous 2409

ices starting from hexagonal ice, (ii) the crystallization 2410

temperatures of amorphous ices were different in dif- 2411

ferent groups because some preparation routes lead to 2412

ice nuclei embedded in the amorphous matrix, and (iii) 2413

the glass transition temperature Tg and the crystalliza- 2414

tion temperature Tx are very close to each other. In 2415

recent years, there has been a lot of progress in this con- 2416

text. Protocols how to produce amorphous ices without 2417

ice nuclei and with highest Tx temperatures have been 2418

established. These Tx are so high because the amor- 2419

phous ice matrix is the one that crystallizes—where in 2420

the past growth of ice seeds were mistaken as the Tx of 2421

the glassy matrix. Furthermore, quite a few studies have 2422

been devoted to prepare amorphous ices directly from 2423

liquid water instead of from crystalline ice. Specifically, 2424

low-density amorphous ice (LDA) can be prepared by 2425

ultrafast cooling of micron-sized droplets, where water 2426

vitrified in this way is called hyperquenched glassy 2427

water (HGW). Also, high-density amorphous ice (HDA) 2428

can be prepared starting from the liquid by subject- 2429

ing HGW to pressure. This removes arguments about 2430

crystalline remnants and about a distorted crystalline 2431

nature for suitably prepared amorphous ices. The amor- 2432

phous ices made in these ways are ideal to map the Tgs 2433
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and Txs for both LDA and HDA. These studies have2434

shown that there is a window of up to 20 K between Tg2435

and Tx in the pressure range up to 0.3 GPa, in which the2436

amorphous ices turn into ultraviscous liquids. It could2437

even be shown that many thousand relaxation times2438

pass before crystallization turns these ultraviscous liq-2439

uids into crystalline solids. These findings strengthen2440

the suggestion made back in 2008 by Winkel et al.,2441

who for the first time claimed to have observed the2442

liquid–liquid transition in bulk water experimentally2443

by decompressing amorphous ice at 140 K to below2444

0.07 GPa. Now that the window is known, in which the2445

ultraviscous low-density (LDL) and high-density liquids2446

(HDL) exist, future studies should aim at preparing2447

these liquids in the narrow window of stability, revert2448

back and forth between the two with hysteresis—and2449

characterize the nature of the liquids based on differ-2450

ent methods that allow to study the sample, while it is2451

kept under pressure and low temperature. Such exper-2452

iments could be elastic and inelastic scattering, laser2453

spectroscopy, heat conduction or heat capacity mea-2454

surements, to name just a few.2455

Among the different approaches employed to probe2456

water in the no-man’s land based on the use of2457

environments favoring supercooling, as confinement in2458

nanoporous systems or hydration of macromolecules,2459

solvation revealed to be the less invasive on the struc-2460

ture of the water network [372]. A model system that2461

has been used in a number of fundamental studies in2462

such sense is aqueous LiCl [370], for which vitrifica-2463

tion takes place easily at concentrations of 10 mol% or2464

above, and the water local structure is not significantly2465

distorted with respect to the bulk liquid [412]. The high-2466

salt concentration behavior of these solutions has been2467

largely characterized experimentally [372] and revealed2468

the lack of a causality link between the observed poly-2469

morphism in the glassy state and the existence of a2470

liquid–liquid transition in the undercooled salty solu-2471

tion. However, for being significative for the bulk water2472

case, this link should be investigated for much higher2473

dilution solutions. The access to a higher degree of dilu-2474

tion is prone to the use of very fast cooling rates in order2475

to force the system to freeze in an amorphous state at2476

ambient pressure; then, the deep undercooled state is2477

inaccessible to usual techniques, such as neutron or x-2478

ray diffraction and small-angle scattering, like for the2479

bulk water case. However, in the case of salty solutions2480

the relevant nucleation timescales appear to be much2481

slower than in bulk water and compatible with those2482

which can be probed with ultrafast spectroscopies or2483

X-FEL fast diffraction techniques. An exciting prospec-2484

tive is then to access the deeply undercooled state of2485

those systems in a much larger temperature range than2486

pure water, by applying these new techniques, and then2487

extrapolate the pure water behavior.2488

With regard to the role of the internal liquid-like lay-2489

ers at GBs, since they are commonplace in the poly-2490

crystalline structures of large ice masses, one avenue of2491

future investigation should be directed toward under-2492

standing the role of these confined supercooled liquid2493

layers on grain dynamics under the influence of exter-2494

nal stresses. Specific questions in this context include 2495

how the internal pre-melt channels of the GB network 2496

may enhance mass transport and how the liquid-like 2497

nature of these channels affects friction in GB sliding 2498

processes. 2499

In this review, we did not cover the results on ab ini- 2500

tio simulations of water. We refer the reader, for exam- 2501

ple, to Refs. [413–418]. In this context, deep neural net- 2502

works have been recently used to speed up ab initio 2503

calculations maintaining the accuracy of the ab initio 2504

techniques [419–422]. 2505

The disclosure of supercooled water’s full chemical– 2506

physical behavior is important both for the pure liq- 2507

uid and for the influence that it has in solutions or 2508

in confinement. Thanks to experimental and computa- 2509

tional studies in the next years we have a chance to 2510

improve our understanding of the thermodynamic sce- 2511

nario, the structural characteristics of the low-density 2512

and high-density liquids, the dynamics including the 2513

crossovers and the relation between translations and 2514

rotations, together with the influence of the hydrogen 2515

bond network on them. Finally, a lot of research is and 2516

will be also related to applications like micron-sized 2517

droplets common in Earth’s atmosphere and respon- 2518

sible for climate conditions, hydration water, especially 2519

close to large biomolecules, cryopreservation, glacier 2520

and ice sheets connected to Earth climate, grain and 2521

grain boundaries present in many natural and artificial 2522

phenomena, among other relevant applications. 2523
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